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~ The Treasurer's Office of the
• Day Session Student Government
~ has been forced to reduce the A student election will be held on
number of operation personnel Oct. 13-15 to decide whether a pro-
hours by 50 percent compared to posed $13.65 increase in the student
last year, according to amemoran- activities fee will take effect.
dum written by Edward Mills, According to DSSG president
treasurer of the DSSG, to student . John Richards, who along with the
clubs and organizations. entire OSSG is a major supporter of
Mills said that the DSSG is cur- the increase, "SEGRC (the Student
rently operating with 30 personnel Elections and Student Governance
hours a week as compared to the 60 Review Committee) had requested
worked last year. Additionally, the that even though we only need 800
student government is utilizing the signatures,· we come up with a
services of only two bursars, a 1,000. Because of widespread sup-
decrease of two from the four port we enjoy from the clubs, and
employed last year. Mills, in the the Helpline, in particular, and the
memo attributes the reduction in vigorous efforts of people in
both number of personnel and athletics, and of our own illustrious
hours worked by personnel to-·and--tireIess goyemment, we came
"budJZet cuts." up with over 1,200 signatures after
The personnel hours being cut are only five days."
those of the bursars the DSSG Carol Robbins, the advisor to
8JMAB:~""~'"B9.ar4:Y.ot~~l$.. ".,~ ='ik.lf~l'~~~~;:~:.,,:~\,u~R.<;.~~·~~m:ews' 'i"', '.
A former faculty member from to R.ejeCt Reqilest , .: 'Eaiiid;Jm,~;_ Slid· dum OIl -:.;;:: therie IJ8S to be'~ ":-,ilf;<7"'i.r..s &::. '
__..~. _the_~_~>-:chology __!>epar~ment at D- g~L~'TnD the cut in hours was due to a &4f3ckpetition.'-for .referendum by at least ... . . ,r - - <" .···.-"·~...~-'i:··',.~··, ..
_ _. Barw;b was alleJe-dlY_.~h(~veom-an- -~ ....._4-Al~ " $.~6.35. The activities fee for part- -------
. elevator at 111 E. 18th Street on The Baruch CoDege'- Munuii - ., -'RohINli&~..!~.reeeived juSt tune -studenr-s would iDaeas«:.from - ..
Sept. 28. according to Paul Association voted against the fun- over 1,300 signatures. The commit- $17.35 to $23.85. Richards said,
LeClerc, the provost. The former ding of a lecture by Dr. Ruth tee verified the signatures by spot "People say (that) is a lot of money
adjunct lecturer was identified as Westheimer, renowned expert on checking at least eight out of the 20 to pay, but you have to look at what
Elaine Bow by Hen r y J. sexuality. signatures on each page. Each name it can get you. It ~ give you a
McLau~hlin, director. of. security. The Board voted 20-15 to reject a was read off and they were checked much more effective campus media.
A witness to the incident, who request by the Day Session Student to make sure that one, the name We have a paper like the Ticker,
chose to remain anonymous, said, Government to fund this event. The was that of a day student and two, and a station like WBMB that could
"The professor ran from the defeat is blamed on the OSSG's that the name matched the do a lot better with additional fun-
elevator to the security guards failure to follow proper board pro- student's social security number. ding." .
shouting, 'I've just been assaulted! cedures. According to the alumni The names were also reviewed to "You've got to understand that
Call the poJice!"When asked by the director, Ed Jaworski, "John check for duplication." WBMB is not funded by the ad-
security guards who the assailant Richards (president of the DSSG) According to Robbins, "The re- ministration. Every penny (of their
was, she motioned to a young black and the OSSG did not bring the quirement is that five signatures per funding) comes from the student
woman who had also exited the project to the proper committee for page (of 20) must be checked. We fee. Every aspect of athletics, in-
elevator. She continued screaming, review, which would lead. to their did at least eight. We found around SO eluding bows and arrows, uniforms
'Stop her! Detain her! Aren't you recommendation. " signatures that were void. Most of and some coaches' salaries are paid
going to stop her? Aren't you going I'AI." ..-., b'eMllftl' ef die Day Ses- those were duplications or not the by the student activities fee," said
to call the police? ,. According to Richards, "The siOll Shldeat Goftl'll...r, signatures of day students. They Richards.
The witness said the security first vote was close: IS for (and) 16 (the students requesting the referen- Robbins said, "SEGRC can
guards told. Bow that he could not against with four abstentions. They "There is less money to work dum) submitted the petition with decide when the election was to be
_. . asked.m...~_J_o_1ea_v_e the room, for the with this year " he saidcall the pohce from the desk phone: - - _11 --.--- ~.- -~ '---, 'J" .---eIlO.ugh of a. cushion so that they held. It was requested that the eIec-
and would have to call his director second vote. The second vote was ~ a result of tms,MillS'Said in the-- still got the necessary number bet--tion '-be held sOoo.n-Tbey're· in-
before doing anything. As the 15 for, 20· against. We lost the memo, "This means less time and ween 900 and 1,000. The committee terested in having the fee increase
security guard made the call a se- measure by five votes. " more pressure on us to process your had time to do a very thorough spot effective beginning in the spring. In
cond guard walked away from Richards said the reason the (student clubs) vouchers." check and I was pleased with that." order to do so it must go before the
Bow. "She then kicked the guard Alumni Association gave for turning In the memo. Mills recommends If the increase is passed, the cost November Cl;NY board. Before it
twice in the leg," the witness said. down their (the DSSG's) request that student clubs and organiza- of the student activities fee, which is can do that it must be reviewed by
"Then, the lady (Bow) said, 'That was "we failed to go through the tions "keep good financial records. paid by all full-time day session (Continuea on Page A9" Col. 1)
girl told me you would not stop her committee process." Jaworski said, follow the guidelines in The In-
because you and she were both "·If proper procedure would have former (put out by the Student Ac-
black. She was right, all of you are been followed, perhaps the vote tivities Office) when filling out your
as one!' She then said she was going would hive been different." vouchers and most importantly,
outside to call her husband and the The interest in· having submit your pre-bill vouchers at
police." Westheimer speak here arose from least two weeks in advance of the
"She returned three or four the DS$G's perceived need for the schedule date of your program."
.minutes.later with her husband who Baruch Commonity to be educated According to Mills, clubs who
was also upset," the witness said. on the subject of AIDS. . follow the above three steps have a
The witness went on to say that as The OSSG solicited the alumni better chance of getting any possi-
the husband had words with the association. for funding first. ble problems settled earlier.
guards, "the teacher became very Richards said, after the alumni "We don't have the personnel
upset. She got out of control and association turned them down, time to handle their vouchers so we
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all students at some time or another benefit
from.
How about all the plays, movies, parties,
aerobics classes, comedy shows, concerts,
street fairs, etc., which are being provided
by the student activity fee? Again, many
students benefit from these activities.
However, 'all of these programs will be
drastically cut without the fee increase.
Another misconception among. the
students is the DSSG is mishandling
funds. The fact is the student government
will benefit the least from this increase. Let
me make a point about the government
mishandling the funds. The Student
Government gets their own budget which is
approved by the Board of Directors. The ..
rest of the money they receive is not theirs
to spend. It must be allocated to clubs and
organizations, which, if you have checked
last year's records, was done. The
government wants to increase the activity
fee so "you," the student, can benefit from
the programs and activities that are brought
to the college. They do not want to steal
your money. They just realize without a
fee increase, services, programs and ac-
tivities that have always existed will cease to
exist.
( hope I have cleared up people's opi-
nions on the fee increase. I know this article
applies to the people who are not involved
and who do not understand the current
situation. However, I believe club members
and other people directly affected by the fee
increase won't need convincing because
they understand that a fee increase would
mean better and more programs for the
school. So, why don't you go out and vote
yes! October 13, 14 and 15.
ones about Baruch that we must answer to
graduate and use the various facilities. Here
are some of the most frequent questions:
1. Why do they call it a campus? Cars,
cabs and trucks seem to be driving right
through our beloved campus. playing "Hit
the Student" ...a.k.a. "Deathrace 2,000" ...
2. Why is it faster to take a plane to
Boston than to get to the top floor at the
23rd Street "Campus" Building?
3. If the elevators at 23rd Street are
automated, why does it take TWO, (yes, on
the first day of classes it took two). atten-
dants to operate the elevator?!? Why do
automatic elevators need any attendants at
all?!? Isn't that why they are automatic?"...
4. What bathrooms on what floors at
23rd Street do men use?!? .. Do 'women
use?!?
5. What floors are up? Down? Odd?
Even? For what direction? Usable to go
anywhere such as up and down or for the
closest open gendered bathroom?
6. Why can't students be properly in-
;ormed of room chaRBes of prior room
changes or class cancellations?
Answers on Ptlg, A4
Another misconcep-
tion among the
students is that the
pSSG is mishandling
funds. The fact is
that the student
government will




Dedicated to the memory of Prof. B. Crane
So five weeks have come and gone here at
Baruch. I suppose we are all accustomed to
carrying three-quarters of the Houghtin-
Mifflin line and five-ninths of the Simon
and Schuster selection of hardcover tex-
tbooks by now. Chiropractors anyone? The
hump on my back is getting so bad I look
like Zaphod Beeblebrox of Hitchhiker's
Guide To The Galaxy fame. Yes, the man
had two heads.
Instructors have been asking us questions
for the past five weeks-some are easy,
such as "What is the Minima and the Max-
ima?" Answer: "Cars made by Nissan?!?"
And some very difficult--especially at 9: 15
orior to the first dosage of sugar and caf-
feine. These difficult questions run the
gamut from "What is your first name?" to
"Are you sure you registered for this sec-
tion?" And we can't forget the most fre-
quent query of students, "Where is your
I.D. card?-No, American Express is not
ted P'accep •...
This student believes the most difficult
questions a student encounters dailv are the
A CAMPUS QUESTIONNAIRE
By SCOTf W. PAM
By DAVID HERLANDS
As one of the people supporting the stu-
dent activities fee increase, I have en-
countered a great deal of opposition and
reluctance by many of the Baruch students.
Unfortunately, these students are unaware
of how necessary the student activity fee in-
crease is to the Baruch community.
A few arguments that have been brought
up are: (1) $13.65 is too much money (2)
Why pay when I am not involved", and (3)
the Day Session Student Government
(DSSG) is mishandling the funds.
You might think that $13.65 is too much
money, but we must look at the rationale
behind it. First, there has not been a student
activity fee increase since the Fall of 1983.
Inflation and rising costs have taken a "big
bite" out of student activities. Even though
there is still money coming in every semester
from the student activity fee, it just doesn't
pay for the same services as in previous,
years. For example, the Student Center
Programming Board uses a portion of the
activity fee to fund such nrozrams as
SCPB, Helpline, Club (air and Street fair,
Furthermore, the Student Center pays
salaries to staff and maintenance workers
whose contracts require cost-of-living ad-
justments thus, budgets are -dramatically
cut. Therefore, the amount $13.65 was
computed to be sufficient in order to keep
student activities at a proper level.
To say he or she would not benefit from
the increase because they are not involved is
a misconception. Each semester clubs such
as the Accounting Society, Foreign Trade
Society, American Marketing Association,
etc. have many important guest speakers
from top f'rrms. Each student, whether .they
are member or not" are welcome to attend.
By the clubs bringing in speakers, the
scbool .receivea.a, tremendous amount .1>.1
recognition. - All Baruch students beAefit
from this recognition even if they did not
attend. Furthermore, when clubs compete
in national competitions and do well (which
we have in past years) it also gives the col-
lege added prestige. Again, whether you
participate in it or not, all students benefit.
Let's talk about Helpline. Helpline, a
peer counseling -group, is for students and
run by students. This is another service at
Baruch which everyone benefits from.
Whether you use them at registration, for
school, housing, family problems or just
someone to talk to, they are there when you
need them. Furthermore, Helpline will be
the one who contacts the student if there is
an emergency when someone calls the
school from home. This is a service which
".:. ~ . '
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of their
"Previous'
wardly mobile majority of the students.
They want " to bring in Dr. Ruth
Westheimer. .
This is high on the OSSG agenda.
If they only had your money, you could
get "to'hear- -Br...Ruth teHt-abeut -seJ(-~. -' . - -
I have nothing against Dr. Ruth. At an
added $13.65 to the student activity fee,
however, she would be difficult to swallow.
In short, the increase is too much. Maybe
four dollars I could take. Four dollars
would represen t "in flation. "
Four dollars would respond to all the stu-
dents' needs, not just for the benefit of a few.
They ask for $13.65 because too much
was spent last year. Now they plan to make
it up by taking it -frorn the pockets of
students, who for the most part, are at
Baruch to get their diploma.
There is nothing wrong with a student
body that does not participate in student ac-
tivities. It may be unfortunate, but it is not
bad, nor wrong. It is however" wrong for a
student government to represent and pro-
mote a policy that is in agreement with only
a minority of the students. It is wrong
to expect all the students to fund a policy
which benefits only a few. For a student
government to ask, and therefore expect,
an increase of $13.65 in the face of a stu-
dent community that is overwhelmingly
against it, is not only wrong but shows how
"out of touch" even a college government
can get with its constituents.




The DSSG is certainly not responding to
the majority of students going to this
school. Last semester, a lesser increase of
. nine dollars was voted down in a general
student election. A poll a few days ago
reflected that 59 percent of the students
would vote against this year's proposed in-
crease.
Baruch is first and foremost, a business
school. Contained in a few of the smaller
buildings Manhattan has made a part of its
skyline, Baruch is every bit the consummate
urban school. Easy to get to, cost efficient
and a reputation for giving its stu-
dents a solid business education, the school
attracts students with common aspirations.
The DSSG purports to respond to these
white collar needs of its community.
.To meet these needs, they ask for more
money. What are some of their plans, if
they get the added funding? How will they
use it to better serve the Fortune 500 up-
,-
" '. ",:0" • • .' ;' ~........
.- ...=-: :.- .'
PLASMA DE STIMlJLI / CHRISTOPHER A. WARD
EnterprisingStudents
The DSSG spent over $16,000
unallocated reserve last year.
semesters have always seemed, regardless




At Baruch, the only "Sponge" people
reside in the form of your student govern-
ment. They are trying to sponge their way
into your pockets and absorb an extra
$13.65 of your hard earned cash. Before
opening your wallet. reflecting on a few
facts would not hurt.
While the DSSG states emphatically that
they are responding to the students' needs,
they are also undeniably responding to their
own. They buy themselves lunches and
jackets with your money. One DSSG
officer remarked last year that the
money they spend on themselves is "one of
the perks for being in the DSSG."
The DSSG spent over $16,000 of their
unallocated reserve last year. The reserve
represents money carried over from
previous semesters. But "previous"
semesters, have always seemed, regardless
of inflation, to keep that reserve hovering
around $20,000. Not last year's DSSG,
however. They '.:'knocked that sucker out,"
leaving a scant $3,700 to play with this
year.
Where did the money go? It was spent on
lecturers, more parties and the clubs. With
the exception of the jackets and the self-
imposed lunches, these are all noble causes
that enhance student life. But they rammed
the added services down students' throats
at a cost of over $16,000 behind a war
On the Starship Enterprise, somewhere in
space:
"Bones" McCoy: "The $13.65 increase
in the crew fee is necessary. We need the
money to respond to the crew's demands
for more and better services."
Spock: "You are being completely il-
logical doctor. The crew is not demanding
more services. Just four months ago, they
voted down a nine dollar increase. Just a
few days ago, in a poll, they voted against
this increase. As usual" your reasoning is
flawed. "
Scotty (in a brogue): "I have to agree
with Spock, You're always asking for more
money Bones, and without much reason.
Why don't you just admit that you want the
crew to pay for your overspending last year.
Your idea to raise the crew fee from $36.35
all the way to fifty bucks is intolerable. I
won't go along with it, and the crew can't
stand much more of it!"
At this point, Captain Kirk beams up
from the surface and tells his officers that
there is an entire race of sponge people who
are planning to attack the ship. The crew





the point remains that the group
chose a leader. The editorializing
comments of "Defeats" does not
accurately state the facts. A more
proper way would be to say,
"Ackerman Elected President of
the ESSA." Also, the subheadline
should read, "6 ... ", not "5 ... "
Second are the inaccuracies
within the article, and further
mispresentations:
1) At all times all voting members at
general meetings are Represen-
tatives, and are considered as equals
(Continued on Paze A9. Col. 1)
I recognize the academic achieve-
ment requirements of Beta Alpha .
Psi suggest a separate meeting,
however all students are invited to
attend. I would appreciate hearing
two guest speakers from the ac-
counting profession each WP~K.
Baruch's clubs are "junior pro-
fessional organizations" and could
serve students better by beingmore
accessible.
Perhaps we could have Club
Hours on other days and double
club participation.
Paul C. Levinson
grow; to offer bigger and more
beneficial programs and to do this,
we need your support.
I f you are familiar with the
Advertising Society, we require fun-
ding for an annual nationwide col-
legiate advertising contest which, in
1986-87, we came in second, this
spells out "prestige and recogni-
tion" for you as Baruch students
and graduates. And, if you know of
the AMA, Business to Business
Marketing Society, and the Foreign
Trade Society, you will be aware
that we have put out a great series
of speakers in the past and hope to
continue to do so in the future.
So, we ask and urge that you
vote YES, for the fee increase, for




Business to Business Marketing
Society
The Foreign Trade Society
To The Editor:.
You, the student body of Baruch,
have probably been solicited to sign
a referendum for the increase in stu-
dent activity fees, and you are pro-
bably up to your ears with people
talking about it and news stories
dealing with the issue. Well; this
will not be just another letter, which
willquote statistics or delve into the
psychology of the increase. We
however, will tell you exactly how
we feel and how it will affect the
clubs if the referendum is not pass-
ed.
Without sufficient funding, we
cannot operate efficiently and ef-
fectively for you. Although in
previous years we have filled our
goals by squeezing every ounce out
of our slim budgets, this year we
can squeeze no more. The fact that
prices of goods and services have in-
creased but the activity fee in four
years has not, is not the only reason
we need more money: we want to
To The Editor:
Why can't I go to more than one
club meeting each week? I'd like to
attend the Accounting Society, Beta
Alpha Psi, and Computer Club
meetings. Some Thursday I may
even try the Economics and Finance
Soci~ty_._Does anyone else feel as I
do?
I'd like to know more about club
hours. How did Thursday 12:35 -
2:40 originate? Were Clul" Hours
once held Monday through Thurs-
day but eliminated as Baruch in-
creased enrollment and more
classroom time was needed?
NEW TIME SLOT
ESSA- GRIEVANCES
Quotation of the Fortnight
"Ignore any messages given by
The Ticker. "
-Elaine Bow (the former adjunct Iec·
turer of psycbology wbo was allegedly
pushed by a student) to her secretary 85 •
response to The Ticker's contactiDg her.
PRO-FEE CLUBS
.ATTENTION ADVERTISaRS· .. ',:
Deadline for ads in Issue··No.Si:·'·',
October .21. The publicatioDdate~~··,
is Oetober~21.
To The Editor:
In the premier issue of September
15, 1987, on page one, column
four, by Caitlin Mollison, the ESSA
and I were mispresented.
The first place of mispresenting
was in the headline. It implies that
there was a major campaign and a
major upset, and reads as a negative
and sensation seeking statement.
This was not the case. Two
representatives, myself and James
Ackerman, asked, in our own ways,
that the other representatives vote
for'one of us. Regardless of the dif-
ference in the number of votes cast,
. CORRECTION
In the Septem~29 issue there was an error in an artide:
.. ed-~-~Studentl f)eqied-L'te Use ·of-T .... ~ ..",':'''~.
Rejent Adelaide Sanfordwas mistakenly referr~..·to'·"41
----A.:da..·,.~ the nA~~ --~ 'roT n..ty ~ n ~--~.lS:',~ ,»-.Iy:r.,.J'AW..ac"!"-~AVU,Vt,.""~~,.I,.~,.\FUance ort"'~' .,
in .fact a candidate for the position ()f chancellor for'the



























Managing Editor Caitlin Mollison
~ews Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Linda Zuech
Features Editor .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - Kenneth Brown
Arts Editor _ - Eric Kun
Advertising Mana~er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shannon Brewton
Business Mana~er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Laura Kryshak
Office Man~er _. . . . . . . .. _. . Lisa Hutt
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Last issue, it was reported in an article entitled "Student Cancellations Cost Advisor $50(r' that
Katherine Crum, adjunct professor of art, personally lost $500 when students cancelled out on an art
trip she had planned last semester. Crum then went with the president of the Art Society, for which she
serves as advisor, to the Day Session Student Government to explain her predicament. Because the Art
Society was not yet fully chartered as a club, the DSSG refused to reimburse her for the money lost.
The Ticker recently received a letter in connection with this situation, which unfortunately could
not be printed as the writer asked that his name not be used. Our editorial policy precludes the printing
of unsigned letters, but the comments and actions of this student were so extraordinary that they must
be mentioned.
This student, who was not connected with the trip, donated $20 of his own money to Crum
because, as he explained, uWe (the students) have the opportunity to do a number of things right at a
fairly small cost." This student questioned not only the unwillingness of the students who signed up for
the trip to-at the very least-pay a portion of their share, but also the DSSG's refusal to contribute a
small amount.
While the student government in not required to absorb any of Crurn's loss, as she acted before the
fact and vouchers were never submitted, one wonders where the students are who cancelJed. More to
the point, where are their consciences? The DSSG would have no right to give Crum any money as this
wouldcome from 'Student Activity Fees, raised from the pockets of the general poputation. But the stu-
dent "no-shows" do not only have the right, they have a moral obligation (although Crum blames no
one but herself.)
The fact of the matter is that Crum attempted to organize an educational and recreational trip
because she cared about the students. She even went so far as to, in effect, "advance the money" for
these people, so they would not lose their places on the bus. In typical Baruch fashion, 30 students are
perfectly Willing to allow Crum to carry the entire financial burden in a situation where they are in part
to blame. That is why this one young man who made this small donation must be commended.
Strike one blow against Baruch student apathy.
Incidentally, the $20 was forwarded to a grateful Crum, who said she would put it aside until this
matter is settled.
During the last couple of weeks, student organizations such as the Day Session Student
Government, Helpline and various allied clubs have launched a full-scale effort to obtain
signatures for a referendum to vote on an increase of the Student Activity Fee. Most of the
measures taken to secure support for the increase have been commendable, or at the least, a
reflection of a group of students determined 'to persuade others to join their cause. But un-
fortunately, the picture has been tainted with the unethical actions of a few in lobbying for
support.
The Freshman Seminar Program reserves five to ten minutes for a guest speaker from
Helpline to make a presentation to the incoming college freshmen about the nature of the
organization. Instead, some members of the group decided to use the time allotted to them as
a session to rally for signatures for the referendum. In certain seminars, the referendum.-
sheets were even passed around at the start of the session and the new students began signing
them without questioning what they were for, as if the papers were attendance sheets. Many
freshman leaders witnessed this much to their disbelief, and in some cases instructed the
students to listen to the member of Helpline before signing.
There is no doubt to the needs of Helpline for funds or of the potential for the organiza-
tion to serve students. But as an asset to the community, the unethical procedures used in at-
taining signatures is inexcusable. For an organization such as Helpline to neglect their
responsibility and abuse the privileges granted to them is a direct contradiction of what they
should stand for. Whether or not it was a premeditated strategy of the whole group or a
select few, Helpline should uphold such principles as "playing by the rules." The influence
of a well executed petition can be constructive when communicated fairly, especially in the
case of lobbying before students who may be uninformed. If Helpline really believes in the
advantages of a fee increase for students, then they should not need to use unethical pro-
cedures to prove their point.
A Good Samaritan
The Ticker is p.bUsIIed IneB d-.n a semester. All work wltb die exception o(lypeIetUDI aDd prt.daa Isby Berucll,
CUNY BA or graduate ....nts. We welcome all contribatiOlll alld criticisms that are typed and slpecI. We are
located iD Koom 301F 01 die Student Center. Oar mailing address Is 137 East 22nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010.
(212) 725-7626.
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For more information and order booklets, please contact . . .
Alyssa Domerschick
Micro Lab - Room 301 A
Phone· 725·3249
Pizza tor the dorm. A ski trip. TIckets to a concert. They're all
possible with the savings you'll get with thespecial student discount
,·,n members of tile IBM' Personal Systern/Z" family.
More important is what's possible when youuse the systems
themselves.
They can help you ·grapheconomic problems. And write and
reviselong paperswith ease. Even illustrate your points ,
b~ combining words arid graphics. SQ your professors
\\ III draw favorable conclusions about your work...
But remember. order your Personal System1'2
before graduation.
~
After that. we can't deliveryourdiscount,
==,' '". '~I~": ·r.M;-.."Jh.IP-.."1'- ,,, : , .. t"'- 1 -..1. 8'"~-'\'--'....,. ' .....,. .. &1 ( I 11'1c."'JIt'!r .
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IlInJ\\llJil£-VOU can uu -.~-_._~- . ~ _~~..:.= ---- H
with themoney . '~'~f5
>au sa,'e using the IBM :.e;~ ~£'':::::-
student discount. .. }1PJ. _._"- _i-I -'-'~~
~._- .- ......--'':-~ ..,- -./-~ . ,
_ .£.- =:.Jt::--" " .------------..
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didates in line are such staunch conser-
vatives as Orrin Hatch (we may recall his
extensive rigmarole throughout the Iran- I-':~~~~"';"';;;:::~~~
Contra Hearings) and Paul Laxalt. Neither
of which would instill any measure of con- .-.;"",.. ,'., c:
fidence in the Supreme Court.
Judge Bork, who has written more than
100 majority opinions without ever being •..,....:~':.'":;,,
reversed by the Supreme Court, has much
to offer the position of Supreme Court
Justice. If elected, he will finally be able to
put many fears to rest and prove himself, in
the words of Senator Howell Heflin .of
Alabama, by balancing "society's need for
law and order with individual rights and
personal freedoms."
2:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
reverence for precedents and is wary of
overturning them. He stated during the first
day of Senate Judiciary Committee Hear-
ings on his confirmation that ·'I'd look and
be absolutely sure that the prior decision
was incorrectly decided, and you have to
give respect to your predecessor's judge-
ment on these matters, the presumption
against overruling remains, because it may
be that there are private expectations built
up on the basis of the prior decision."
Statements such as these reflect the true
nature of Robert Bork. A man who will
look with a keen eye toward constitu-
tionalities and court rulings-looking for
discrepancies and discerning errors in
reasoning while at the same time observing
a reverence for that which has preceeded
him.
Ultimately, many of Judge Bork 's opi-
nions have been speculative. As a
distinguished Yale Law professor from
1962 to 1981 he has had much opportunity
to engage in speculative debate over the
issues of the Supreme Court. This type of
examination of the issues in a school of law
serves as a healthy approach toward gaining
an understanding of the law and the for-
mulation of new ideas. It does not
necessarily translate into a Judicial posi-
tion. Judge Bork has talked about his idea
of what is appropriate in and out of the
classroom and has made the distinction
plain.
The mass hysteria and fear generated
over Judge Robert Bork's nomination to
the Supreme Court has largely been un-
founded. Judge Bork is a man of intellect
which far surpasses many of his contem-
poraries. As a Supreme Court Justice he
will act in a fair manner and will look to
move forward into the 1990's. His record of
opinions has shown us that while he may be
interested in an academic discussion of past
decisions, he will not seek to disrupt the
many advances that have been made
through our Supreme Court. If Judge Bork
is not confirmed by the Senate, President
Reagan will be forced to make another
selection for nomination, Two prime can-
Presentations:
Peter Veruki
Vice President/Manager of College Relations
Chemical Bank, Human Resource Division




(Continued from Page A4)
the hands of judges. He believes that Con-
gress should be allowed to make such laws
as it deems them appropriate rather than
leave this responsibiiity to judges who may
be ill-equipped and unknowledgeable in
these areas.
The case of Skinner vs. Oklahoma-a
case involving a law under which, someone
convincted of certain crimes faced man-
datory sterilization-was the subject of
Bark opposition. The state of Oklahoma
ruled that mandatory sterilization was un-
constitutional. They maintained that the
prevention of anyone's right to procreation
deprives him of "a basic liberty." Judge
Bork asserted that this decision was flawed.
This is a prime example which, when taken
solely as stated, might lead some groups to
believe that Robert - Bork is an extremist.
However, a deeper inspection of the reason-
ing behind his opinion reveals that this is
not the case.
He cites the basis for the decision as not
being reasonable because it is formulating
certain rights when a better rationale could
have been found to ban the sterilization.
One such rationale offered by Bork was
that there is no scientific evidence that
criminality is genetically carried.
In relation to this case he also attacked
the distinction made between a robber and
an embezzler (an embezzler was exempt
from this law). He stated that this would
generally exempt white-collar criminals and
would apear to have some roots in racial
discrimination.
Judge Bork's philosophy regarding
precedents is one that promote stability in
the law. His belief in the firm role of a
precedent provides dispelling evidence to
those who would say that he will look to
overturn many prior decisions of the
Supreme Court. He stresses a great
o "First" FIrst Prize: First Business Guide
The One Minute Manager
o "FIrst" second Prize: First imitation gold pen to perfect
your corporate signature
o IIFirst" Third Prize: First corporate date book
Business Attire Required
Sponsored by the Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration
Career Day
October 22, 1987
12:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 1200,360 Park Avenue South
This week's firsts:
Your career planning begins at
and
o The day the first parachute was demonstrated (1797)
o The swallows leave Capistrano every year
o Whale watching begins every year
o The Mason·Dixon Line was drawn (1767)
o Alaska was sold to the U.S. (1867)
o Johnny Carson was born (1925)
~ichard Walsh
NCR Corporation
"Career Development in Organizations n
education in the city. Law-makers and
policy-makers must recognize that the fate
of colleges and universities and the fate of
the cities in which they operate are inex-
tricably linked, A riew and massive commit-
ment by higher education to the problems
of the city must be recognized, respected
and acted upon by the academic community
as well as by politicians and law makers.
Many within the academic community
urge that universities resist this intricate link
between themselves and the city. These op-
ponents cite the threat to academic freedern
and the inability of the institutions to
deliver the services desired due to financial
and other constraints. Others believe that
many colleges and universities are not
equipped to undertake the tasks sought by
the public. However, while this debate con-
tinues, universities and colleges across the
nation are instituting various research and
public service programs directed to the pro-
blems of the cities. They have added courses
and degree programs with an urban focus,
such as Urban Planning.
Reports have shown that students have
embarked upon various projects to help the
disadvantaged and underprivileged people
within their communities. This is but a
microcosm of what can be achieved when
higher education and the community pool
their efforts. Even greater accomplishments
are possible if these institutions receive
more SUPl'0rt from local, state and federal
governments.
This is not to say that closer links bet-
ween the city and the various institutions of
higher education will solve all the problems
confronting both. However, such coopera-
tion could ultimately result in an enhance-
ment of the quality of life for many inner-
city residents,· particularly the poor and
disadvantaged.
,,' "I ..
minorities than not. The cases involve the
spectrum or racial injustice. from equal pay
to free voting rights. Judge Bork has
repeatedly enforced the rights of racial
minorities in court. In 1963 he referred to
segregation by law as "unsurpassed
ugliness." He has also often gone further in
enforcing the rights of racial minorities as
Solicitor General than the Supreme Court
was willing to go. He additionally noted
that civil rights proposals "make everybody
much happier and they help bring the na-
tion together in a way that otherwise would
not have occurred."
Judge Bark has been criticized for his
views regarding women's rights and the
Equal Rights Amendment. In truth, his
comments reflected a view that contends
that without any sort of history of
legislative action concerning women'5 rights
the entire responsibility of deciding the
various issues involved should not be put in
(Continued on Page A5)
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Consequently, these institutions should be
given the necessary support to accomplish
this function.
The troubles that beset American higher
education are undoubtedly sharpened by
the crisis facing many of the larger
American cities, which reinforce the
demands from within our colleges and
universities for reassessment of higher
education's priorities and functions. There
must be a new relationship between !be
campus and the city that will both aid the
city as well as improve and expand urban
tion of a "new Constitutional right" which
could have been derived through other
means. Judge Bark was not so much oppos-
ed to the final outcome as to the means by
which it was derived. He stated that the
right of privacy "was a free-floating right
that was not derived in a principled fashion
from constitutional materials." He con-
tinued, "the judge is enforcing his own
moral values which I object to."
Much has been said of Judge Bork's opi-
nions on racial discrimination. Large racial
minority groups have claimed that the
Judge is racially biased against blacks and
would probably promote racial segregation
if he could. This is simply untrue and. when
one looks at his case record. one finds many
more cases found in favor of racial
higher education in order to reach a greater
sector of the population who would not
normally attend a university. This requires
a significant infusion of governmental sup-
port for both private and public institu-
tions, as well as for the students.
The city also has a very important stake
in the future of our urban educational in-
stitutions. Indeed, many see the possibilities
for revitalization of the citvl"tied very closely
to the renew7d developrileiu of higher
1«. Marketing.
2. Camtot beanswered--siilHlar to: astiDg .





following: high unemployment and poverty
within inner-cities; raising crime rates;
grossly inadequate health services; substan-
dard housing; inadequate public educa-
tional systems with high dropout rates and
continuing problems from functional il-
literacy; traffic congestion; rising levels of
air and noise pollution; and, in some in-
stances, water shortages.
Many of the above problems are found
throughout the nation. but in high-density
urban areas, they assume a more intensive
and potentially explosive character. In cities
such as New York and Chicago, it is almost
impossible to find low-cost housing, and
traffic problems confronting the former are
getting progressively worse.
While it is the responsibilities of local,
state and federal governments to find solu-
tions to these complex problems, colleges
and universities may serve as the focal
points. One of the aims of institutions of
higher education must be to improve
the environment in which they operate.
By GLENN PALMER
"One of the aims of institu-
tions of higher education must
be to improve the environment
in which they operate. "
Supreme Court which were incorrectly
derived. Perhaps the core of most of Bark's
opinions is that he is always concerned with
the derivation of the decision. Most of his
assertions have been made concerning the
process by which a decision was reached.
He strives to determine constitutionality.
In a similar vein, Judge Bork's clear
understanding of the true role of a judge
has contributed to many of his controver-
sial views. He believes it is not a judge's role
to read new values into the Constitution.







Over the years there has been a signifcant
decline in the number of traditional college-
going students. Today many nontraditional
students - that is, older people with
families and established careers, and others
who've been displaced by technology - are
entering colleges and universities. Much of
this is occuring within the urban system.
The following article is intended to
scrutinize the higher education system that
operates within the urban context and to ap-
peal for financial aid and other support for
it, as well as to make recommendations for
more efficient administration of it. I have
here considered certain special issues and
opportunities resulting from institutions
located within the urban setting, and the
nature, quantity and quality of education to
be imparted, if such institutions are given
adequate funding and other necessary sup-
port by the local, state and federal govern-
ments.
The effective utilization of the urban
university can be viewed within three roles:
1. educator, 2. expert, and 3. major partici-
pant in the life of the city. Hence, the
recommendations I will make are based on
these three basic but significant roles. Given
the proper financial and other support for
their effective operation, these colleges and
universities will be able to capitalize on the
wealth of resources available in
metropolitan areas that can aid in the
educational. process. This assistance will
also have the far-reaching potential of help-
ing cities overcome some of their social pro-
blems.
Many American cities today are bursting
at the seams as a result of enlarged popula-
tions. This has created a real strain on the
delivery of social services within these
locales. Consequently, many cities are fac-
ing real crisis situations, amplified by the
Widespread controversy Over nomination
of Judge Robert H. Bark to the Supreme
Court has been due, mainly, to a lack of in-
sight and a common misunderstanding of
his opinions, his philosophy of the Con-
stitution and the role of a judge, and also,
in part, to the distinction he makes
between the courtroom and the classroom.
Judge Bork has been portrayed as an ex-
tremist conservative ideologue by a chain of
groups who claim that he is not on the side
of individual rights and common liberties.
This misconception has mushroomed na--
Support For Higher Education
By DAVID WILKES
tionally to such proportions that perhaps they may set "their own social agenda." He
only Judge Bork's outstanding intellect and has specified that judges should abide by
integrity will lead the Senate Judiciary policies set by elected officials and the in-
Committee, and eventually the entire tentions of the creators of the Constitution
Senate, to vote in favor of him. and not begin to invent Constitutional
The Judge has stated continuously that rights.
the Constitution cannot be expanded and This philosophy was perhaps best ex-
interpreted in such a loose manner as to ernplified in his attack of the decision of the
derive wholly new rights and privileges that case of Griswold vs. Connecticut. This in-
were never intended by the framers of the volved the Connecticut court's overturning
Constitution. His clear understanding of a law which banned the use of contracep-
the division of powers between the Federal rives by both married and unmarried
and State governments. and reservation to couples. Bork 's criticism of this case clearly
states and people of all powers not reflects his carefully thought-out, purely
delegated to the Federal Government has impartial ideas. Though he termed the law
led to many of his controversial opinions. "nutty", he also realized that the presump-
Judge Bork's precise reading of the Con- tion of a general right to family and per-
stitution has given him the insight to realize sonal privacy stemming from the Constitu-
certain decisions .3:~d_ !,!l!~~s m~~~}>!'_t.h~ __ .. !i?? ~~~ ~~r~r:g: _J:.I~ .c!t~d t~~ ~?,!rt~s crea-
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couraged-not required-to sing.
Accompanist willbe provided. For
a detailed brochure call (305)
345-5701 between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m. (EST).
These are not auditions for
technicians, stage managers, pro-
fessional musicians,
choreographers. show directors and
variety acts-who can send resumes
to Walt Disney World Entertain-
ment Manpower Planning, Dept.
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DatesTo Reaaelbber
located in the popular Central
florida vacation destination. All
positions require dance/movement
ability. Most are full, one-year posi-
tions offering relocation assistance,
life, health and dental benefits plus
vacation and sick days. Weekly
salaries for chorus and principal
performers, depending on the role,
start between $298 and $432.
Auditionees must be 18 years old
before May 1, 1988, and should br-
ing dance attire and a current non-
returnable resume and photograph.
They may be taught a dance/move-
ment combination.
Singers should memorize short
vocal selections (ballad and up-
tempo) and bring vocal sheet musk
in their best key. Dancers will be en-
Featured in the sale are
thousands of volumes to please
everyone's taste-from old art
books to modem .mysteries and
novels-from children's books to
dictionaries-as well as out of print
reference books from the libraries
of prestigious collectors.
Do come to browse and to buy
both days, for additional volumes
will be on display on Saturday.
Hours both days are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
The elevator will take you to the
third floor with easy access for
handicapped visitors.
Talent scouts from Wall Disney
World will be on the road early this
season in search of professional
dancers, singers and musical-
theater performers during a tour
October, November and December
to 10 cities: The scouts will be in
New Yotk City at the Minskoff
Rehearsal Studio (1515 Broadway,
3rd floor) from November 17-18.
Call Times, (all EST): 9:30 a.m. for
women; 2 p.m. for men.
They will be seeking a variety of
entertainers for live shows in the
Magic Kingdom, Epeot Center and








Foreign Trade Society had a con-
test called "World At Your Finger-
tips" beginning at the start of this
semester. The contestants were re-
quired to fill out a questionnaire
containing questions about business
and general world knowledge (trivia
type questions). The society took
the completely correct entries (there
were only three) and drew the win-
ner on 10/1/S7. The winner is
Zoraida Grafals and she won two
tickets to see La Cage Aux Foiles
which she will be going to in a few
weeks.
Counseling and Psychological Ser-
vices, Room 1735, 360 Park Ave.
So. (212) 725-4458.
The Friends of Epiphany Branch
Library, at 228 E. 23rd Street, in-
vites the community to the Fourth
Book Sale to be held on Friday and
Saturday, October 16 and 17, in the
newly renovated and spacious third
floor.
Two Career Exploration
Workshops will be held on October
]5 and November 19 from 12:30
p.m. - 2 p.m , The workshops are
designed to help students learn -to
ask the right questions about
themselves and about potential
careers in order to make the best
career choice.
Students interested in signing up
should do so as soon as possible
because space is limited.
For more information contact:
Dr. Patricia Imbimbo, the Office of
Career Services (SBPA)
Begin networlcing with employe~
and learn about interviewing.
Career Day
October 22
Time: 12:30 - 2 p.m.
Place: 12th Floor - 360 PAS
Reminder: On-Campus recruitment
hegins on October 19, 9 a.m. to







campus runs led to university of-
ficials' decision to place security
guards on board Friday and Satur-
day nights. In recent weeks. one
driver suffered a broken nose in an
attack by an unidentified passenger;
another was injured when a rock
was thrown through a bus window.
The campus' security director notes
the irony: "The late buses are
meant to ensure safety to
students," yet "a number of drivers
are afraid to take the late shifts. U











worth of copies. When they insert
the card into a copy machine, it
subtracts the right amount for any




Foreign students must pay more.
Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis has signed legislation re-
quiring international students to
pay the true cost of their education
at state schools. Foreign students
could be charged as much as $8,000
in tuition. or about twice as much
as out -of-state student ... pay.
Red-eye bus drivers get protec-
tion. Concern for the safety of city









ty, has won a court battle against
two female seniors rejected last spr-
ing. Both sued the school, the socie-
ty, and the regents, charging sex
discrimination. Both lost. Although
the Bobcats led the fight for sex
segregation before the regents'
order, they did select one woman
for membership in the same round












Carding is a new way to pay for
photocopying at the U. of Wyorn-
ing. Instead of bringing pocketfuls
of change to the copy machines in
I JW libraries, students purchase a








Circuit"), saving them the hassle of
attending class. The instructor, who
suffered vocal chord damage and
uses Shorty to save her voice. notes:
"The voice quality is not perfect. . .1
don't use him to introduce new
material. "
A tradition dies. The idea of an
alcohol-free commencement has
taken hold at the U. of Wisconsin.
Prompted by unusually rowdy
behavior at mid-year commence-
ment in 1985. officials began a "no
champagne campaign." asking for
students' cooperation in restoring
dignity to the event. In past years,
students made a game out of un-
corking bottles pointed in the
speaker's direction, seeing who
could come closest to the target.
Single-sex honor societies are a
thing of the past at the U. of
Arizona. Last February, the board
of regents ordered them to consider
both sexes for membership. Now





You mean, Max Headroom has a
head code? A new interactive com-
puter system called TIME (for
technical innovations in medical
education), conceived by Dr.
William Harless .of the National
Library of Medicine, simulates both
the sight and sound (speech) of sick
persons for the benefit of medical
students. The system contains an in-
teractive video disc, voice recogni-
tion, and a microprocessor. allow-
ing both dramatization and varia-
tion of patient complaints. At any
time. the student can get a read-out





No word from teaching
assistants' union. It had to happen,
of course, but does the physical
science instructor at Mesa Com-
munity College (Ariz.) who started
using a Radio Shack robot to help
out with lectures and homework
assignments realize all the possible
implications of the move? For ex-
ample, students could purchase
their own robots and program them
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So pick up a TI calculator today.
It'll save you a lot of grief and it
might just save y<)ur skin.
The TI..95 PROCALC!" IS
kJ:ystr()ke programTMhle and als«
Offers a full ran!!,e'ofscientIfic.
mathematicaland statistical [unctions.
Featured in the TI-95 is Tl's exdu-
sitJe POUI~' Windows IWOperacin!!,
S;vstern. u hich pnwides easy access
to [he {uncrions and flexible fi1:
management system, Boththe TI-95
and chr.: Tl-74 offer opricmal equip-
ment such as Solid Scate Sofu.varef\l
moau!.t:s . .:In 8K constant memo'!




Scientific is Tl's BA~IClu.n~Tlu.IKt·
pn.grammabu: calculator.
Inaddicion co ojferlTl,1!, a full mnRL'
ofscienuiic. machemaricdl £lnd SCd-
tistical functions. thr.: TI-74 ()fft:r~
u 113 BASIC kc.:"u·ord sr.:r H·,m II
specia! funccw71 kL'~ chat .!.,Ttt't:'S dirt:'-'c
Z-kcvstvot«:,]...·l:t.·',' to 41 BASIC
1.-(m1~,mJs. The TI-i4111.'() fulS
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The Tl ..6; Advanced
Scientific offersallofth~
hdr-in funccioils of the TI-60.
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Whether you're into business,
science or engineering, TI has
all the right calculators with
all the right functions for you.
E\'cry year, the-usands of hapless
students watch their course load
become an overload. AnJ everv
year, the smart ones among thern
pick up a TI calculator and take
a load off.
TI offers everything from
advanced scienrifics that clock
your performances, to program-
mables that speak your language,
to a solar-powered financial calcu-
lator that highlights your answers
even in IO\\-'light conditions.
And the large. color-coded keys
and simple keyboard layouts mean
you'll spend less time figuring
.out the calculator and more time
figuring out your problems.
:.»:.:.:.:;
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would be no freedom- of speech,
religion, assembly, right to bear
arms or any other freedoms pro-
tected by the Bill of Rights. These
amendments protect individuals
right .to make choice: what they
believe, who they associate with and
how they live. Mr. Ward's reason-
. ing also expresses his basic racism
and sexism. For example, if by
chance we all could decide who we
wanted to enter the world as, and
some of us still chose to be a woman
and/or a minority, (yes there are
some of us who do not wish we were
white men) would he then believe
that we would no longer be entitled
to equal protection under the law?
.The second point I would like to
make is about the responsibility of a
college newspaper. At the very
least, to avoid embarrassment, I
would hope that the editorial staff
would have a policy that demanded
that its op-ed contributors be able
to substantiate their opinions with
facts. This was not the case with
Mr. Ward's contribution. Anything
less than demanding such substan-
tiation is irresponsible journalism.
Rather than suppressing controver-
sy, such a policy would encourage a
real discussion of differing points of
view instead of the name calling and
threats Mr. Ward's irresponsibility
has provoked. I believe that these
threats are intolerable. however,
and those responsible should be
punished.
I would also like to suggest that
The Ticker does not live up to one
of the goals stated in its editorial,
"The Right to An' Opinion.~ You
state that "one of the functions of a
newspaper is to ensure that every
voice (whether they are a staff
member of non-staff member) has a
chance to be heard." My own ex-
perience and that of those who
quotes given to. Th~ Tkker by Mr. organized the participation <of
_~~f)~tz_~re ~ad to bi~ ~nd__~P- .. BaRtC-h-smdeDls-iA-a.demoDstratioD
proved by 111m before publication. against Apartheid in South Africa
The Ticker is not the day session and the U.S. sponsored war in Cen-
student newspaper of Baruch, but tral America, proves otherwise.
the student newspaper of Baruch
College and tllerefore represents the When I asked the staff if I could
interests of all. have space in the op-ed column to
We woulcl like our readers in encourage people to participate in
the future to Dot only supply correct this demonstration, I was told to
in formadoD, but to understand submit a news story instead, giving
the meanimg and take great care the facts of the proposed event. I
when using the word ''libelous.'' did this and the article was buried in
the back of the paper with the
ludicrous headline, "March in
April'". When we submitted a news
story about the contingent of
Baruch students that participated in
the demonstration, the article was
cut (mostly the parts referring to the
politics discussed at the demonstra-
tion) and again put in the back
pages. I then submitted a "letter to
the editor explaining my position
against the U.S. sponsored war in
Central America after the murder
of a friend, Benjamin Linder, an
American working as an engineer in
Nicaragua, by the contras and this
was not even printed.
The participation of Baruch
students in the demonstration was
supported and in part financed by
the Baruch student government. I
would also like to remind the
editorial staff that my opinion does
not reflect a radical extreme. The
majority of the people in the U.S.
are opposed to the U.S. support of
the contras and the same is true for
those who oppose the racist the
same proportions. Why then are
representatives of these opinions
not given equal time, or, in this
case, space of equal value as the
supporters of Oliver North, nuclear
arms, and maligners of civil rights,
gay rights and abortion rights?
Does "every voice" mean only
those with which your editorial
staff agrees no matter how un-
substantiated?
To The Editor:
I was very distressed- to find,
upon reading this semester's first
edition of The Ticker, that we will
once again be inundated with op-ed
contributions that reflect ignorance
of civil rights and a lack of respon-
sibility on the part of the
newspaper. -
First, concerning Mr. Ward's
contribution on homosexuality, as
other readers have pointed out, he
ignores a large body of scientific
evidence that suggests that the
homosexuality of many individuals
is biologically determined. In addi-
tion, he-does not give us any indica-
tion of what facts he bases his con-
clusion that homosexuality is mere-
ly an opinion - akin to liking or
disliking ice cream.
Mr. Ward's definition of civil
rights must also be examined. He
tells us that only those who are
"discriminated against because of
factors over which they have no
control" should have their civil
rights protected by law. If this was
the only criterion on which rights in
this country were based, there
---~---_.-
The Ticker
benefit Helpline, which has already
sustained a 33 percent cutback, and
possibly enable WBMB to broad-
cast its signal over A.M. or F.M.
frequencies. "If the referendum
does not pass, programs will grind
to a halt," he said.
Richard's support of the referen-
dum is not echoed by the entire
Baruch community however. One
student, who refused to give his
name but did allow his initials
"J.W." to be printed, said that he
does not favor the increase because
he does not trust the people who are
responsible for the money. "'\ uu
don't know exactly where the
money is going. For instance, if a
club was going to spend $500 on
something for the club fair, and the
president had a friend who was a
supplier of that, he could just give
him the money and get a receipt,
and they could split the money. " he
said.
"J .W. " also expressed doubts
that the money is currently being
put to proper use. "There are three
Chinese clubs (in the school). AIl
this money could be combined into
one (Chinese) club. If (the referen-
dum) is passed, more money will be
wasted," he said.
LETTERS
Editor's note: The above letter con-
taias some errors. lbe subbeadllne
read five because the mainlleadline
said, "Ackerman Defeats
Aronowitz for ESSA Presidency,"
thus lean.. five remaining ex-
~dve officers. The, Ticker receiv-
ed misinformation stating that Her-
man PhiBp did resign after the
meed.. aDd a cOl'l'ediOR for tills er-
ror was printed in the September
29, 1917 lame. AdclltloaaIIy, aU
(Continued from Page A2)
in authority and privilege during the
meeting since each is equally em-
powered. This does not only hap-
pen when we elect our officers, as
the article wrongly states.
2) Herman Phillip did not resign.
3) There is a serious misquote on
page A8, column 1, which changes
the whole meaning of my comment.
What I said, "Morris Cordewell
and Kwasi Donkor ran "for Vice
President of Financial Affairs.
What I really liked about that
"election was the closeness of the
vote count because it showed the
"canfidence that the other
representatives have in each can-
didate. This "is the type of result I
like to see ". .
I would like to feel proud of The
Ticker as a valued exponent of the
students' voice, specializing as the
undergraduate day-session student
newspaper (which it is supposed to
be). An apology from your paper,
now; and a cessation of libelous and
sensationalized writing to be replac-
ed by accurate and non-
sensationalized articles about even-
ing news, from now on, would help
to instill a feeling of pride in your
paper.
Julian Aronowitz
Vice President of External Affairs
FEE
INCREASE
(Continued From Front Page)
President Segall in October. The
board meeting is in early
November. That gives us a week to
verify the results before giving it to
President Segall."
Robbins said, "It's been a push.
But we felt that if we couldn't have
had it (the election) next week,
then, there-was no reason to have it
at all. There was no other way to
process it by the November board
meeting."
Robbins said being on SEGRC is
"really a big responsibility; you
have to be fair and impartial. It's an
extra-curricular activity and they
put a lot of time and effort in. I
commend the six students on the
committee. ,,'
When questioned about the
possibility of cutbacks in the
budgets of clubs or the DSSa,
Richards said, "The Student Center
(has) received a cutback of $50,000
this term. What has been happening
is that the supply of dollars has not
been keeping up with the demand
for supplies and services. Student
government has been cut back. We
began the 86-87 academic year with
$19,000 left over from the 85-86
year. hi 85-86. we had carried over
$33,000 from the 84-85 year. This
year we started off with 3.600 (car-
ried over from the previous year.)
Where do you cut back?"
According to Richards, the in-
crease in revenues could be realized
in more club events and result in br-
inging more guest speakers to










(Continued From Front Page)
get backed up," he said. "The
sooner they get the pre-bill vouchers
in the better." Submitting pre-bill
vouchers a few days before an event
makes it more difficult for the
ossa to contact club officers and
"theymight not get their checks in
time. "
Typical problems encountered by
the Treasurer's Office, said _Mills,
are vouchers that lack a signature,
an attached flyer, or the full name
and address of the vendor.
Mills stated that so far this
semester no student clubs have run
into any' 'real financial or organiza-
tional problem." but there have
been "one or two problems that
prompted me to project into the
future that it might include more
than a few problems." Mills
described the memo as. "sort of
like foresight, so they (clubs) don't
run into any snags."
When asked if any improvement
has been noticed since the memo
was issued Sept. 28, Mills respond-
ed, "We won't notice until the
whole budget is approved. The
clubs will then know how much
money they have to work with."
Helen Lallgie and Cindy Soler,
two bursars who began work effec-
tive Aug. 31, 1987 are each working
a maximum. of 15 hours per week.
According to Wing Yu, a book-
keeper in Baruch's accounting unit,
they are being paid six dollars an
hour, the same amount the bursars
were paid last year.
"We negotiated off another
$2,000" from the original fee
Wesrheimer 's agent had requested.
The DSSa has been forced to
seek another method of sponsoring
this event. "We went to the Even-
ing Session Student government to
ask them to co-sponsor the event
with us." This move was also to
counter objections the Student
Center had about the event.
"The Student Center didn't like
the idea of the lecture being an
afternoon event," Richards said.
"They requested that we change it
to an evening event."
Richards and the OSSG are now
reconsidering their request. A short
time ago, Westheimer was invited
to speak on AIDS at Columbia
University. When asked about the
subject, she said she had no
knowledge about the topic, drawing
angry responses from the Columbia
Spectator, Columbia University's
student newspaper.
Richards said, "It is highly
unlikely that Dr. Ruth Westneimer
will be invited to the college to lec-
ture on AIDS."
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own events. It became difficult to
put their energy into their own clubs
as well as the Club Council. Bick
said it was very difficult to schedule
the Club Council meetings because
"you can't get any two clubs
available at the same time, except
during club hours and then they're
supposed to be with .their clubs."
Pierre Tribaudi from the office
of Counseling and Psychological
Services met with Bick during the
Spring semester. They decided on
the establishment of a leadership
training program and this resulted -
in the Clubs and Organization Net-
work.
The first meeting of the Club and
Organization Network is scheduled
for Tuesday, Oct. 20, at 3 p.m. in
Room 302 in the Student Activity
Center. Hick and Tribaudi will
facilitate the program. Bick said the
meetings are not only for the club
executives and officials; the
members can also attend if they are
having difficulties with their leaders
or they want to become leaders and












disbanded several times. When it
was first established, the major pro-
blem which the organization faced
was the fact that most clubs were
more concerned in facilitating their
~*~V'> .
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might become interested in what the
organization has to offer.
The Clubs and Organization Net-
work will have a slightly different
orientation to what the Club Coun-
cil had. It win be more discussion
oriented, where individual clubs can
bring up various problems which
they face. Bick said. "If they have a
certain need, we're going to address
that need. There will be workshops
in order .to help this program. All
the clubs will be invited and the
agenda will be dictated by the
students.
According to Bick, the origin of
the Club Council goes back as far as
1978. Over the years. however. the
organization was founded and
. ..;...... . ...•
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A club organization which
previously existed at Baruch as the
Club Council is now back to serve
the Baruch Community. This time
around. the organization will be
founded under a new name, the
Clubs and Organization Network.
The function of this organization
will be mainly to look at leadership
styles in all of the clubs now in ex-
istence. It will also help each club
bring about its individual goals.
According to Debra Bick, assis-
tant director of the Student Center,
"the name 'Club Council' was
changed because there wasn't
enough support for the club and a
fresher approach was needed."
With the new name, more people













(Continued from Front Page)
violently knocked all the stuff off
the security guards' desk which con-
tained a box of ID cards, and sign
in sheets."
. According to the witness. "she
became louder and more upset as
time went on when she finally got so
mad that she grabbed the ID card
off one of the guards claiming that
she was going to get them (the
security guards) fired. She also said
that she was going to report them.
She then became very loud and so
corrupt in her threats that I don't
want to mention them!"
The student who allegedly caused
the incident in the elevator t\las not
identified. LeClerc said, "We'B
probably never know who the stu-
dent was." LeClerc also said the
security guards involved had not
been identified.
McLaughlin said the incident was
to be discussed at a meeting by the
Vice-presidents and that they had
all the information on the incident.
Bow was unavailable for com-
ment. Her secretary said Bow had
told her to "ignore any messages














needles. You can't get AIDS from
giving blood ," said Aylman.
Aylman said, "It's a chance for
people to feel good about
themselves." He added, "The need
is great. if there isn't blood out
there, people will die."
Anyone interested in donating
can sign up at the desk in the lobby
of the Student Activities Center,
137 E. 22nd St.
Aylman said, "Doing this (super-
vising the drive) I sometimes feel
like Dracula. You know. J come to
suck your blood."
....
Starts Friday, October 16th, at a theatre near you
The Tieker
college within CUNY for blood
donations, collecting over 650 units
of blood during the year."
Each unit of blood donated is
separated into five components, red
cells, white cells.. plasma, platelets
and cryoprecipitate. These com-
ponents can be given to many as
five sick or injured people.
"Giving blood is perfectly safe.
The procedure is done by profes-
sionals. Everything is sterile, used
once and then throWQ3way. There
is no danger of contantination from
To be eligible to donate a person
must be between 17 and 75 years old
and weigh at least 110 pounds.
Previous donors must have last
donated at least 5.6 days before.
There are also a series of medical
conditions that may prevent a per-
son from donating for as little as
three days or in some cases per-
manently. Each potential donor is
screened by a nurse to make sure
hefshe is eliaible.
.or
-complkd by Linda Zuech
Jewish authors and on Jewish
topics.
The Israeli presence". which coin-
cidentally heralds the nation's 40th
armiversarv next :year. wiftfocns·on--
a two-booth display representing
twenty-one Israeli publishers. Other
firstt ime exhibitors include the
Israel Museum. the Jerusalem Post ..
the Israel Government Tourist Of-
fice. EI Al Airlines and the David
Moss Haggadah. Enhancing Israel's
participation are renowned poet.
Yehuda Amichai, a featured
speaker at one of the festival's
author programs. and singers Gadi
Flon and Yoel Sharabi, who will
perform on the stage.
cowards. " Donors are also given a
mini-physical, juice, coffee and
cookies.
"Humor: Jewish and Otherwise"
will be a special highlight of this
year's fair. Scheduled to appear are
Jackie Mason, Fran Lebowitz ,
William Novak. Phil Berger. and
Yakov Smimoff.
Aylman said, "Fear is the
greatest thing that inhibits people.
They have never donated and they
are afraid. The amount of pain you
experience (donating blood) is the
equivalent of pinching your inner
arm." Aylman has donated more
than 15 times over the past five
years.
The drive will take .place on Oct.
27 at 155 E. 24th St. in Room 522.
October 28 at III E. 18th S1. on the
10th floor and Oct. 29 at 137 E.
22nd St. on the 2nd floor.
According to Aylman, "Last
year Baruch was the number one
Also taking part in the varied
aut nor programs will be Herbert
Gold. Anne Roiphe. Dr. Ruth
Westheimer. Dan Greenburg.
Harvey Shapiro, and other noted
writers. Talks include Sorhebv's
Marc M. Epstein on collectini:!
Hebrew books and manuscripts:
Uri Shulevitz and Barbara Cohen
addressing young adults; and Averv
Corman. Kate Simon, Paul Butten-
wieser and Tama Janowitiz on New
York City and the Jewish writer.
Tickets for the author programs are
free to festival attendees. and will
be handed out on the exhibition
floor one hour before each talk.
Admission to the Jewish Heritage
Book Festival is $5.00; senior
citizens and children under twelve.
$3.00. Groups of twenty or more
are admitted by advance ticket sale
only. For information about group




On Oct. 22. Edward Kiernan.
vice-president of CBS Radio, will
speak on "Big City Newsradio"
here at Baruch.
Starting at 1 p.m., the lecture will
be presented in the Fifth Floor
Faculty Lounge in 155 E.. 24th
Street. The lecture is a joint presen-
tation of the Philip Morris Business
Journalism Lecture Series and
Dol/ars and Sense, Baruch College's
business review.
This lecture series is designed to
raise issues of how business jour-
nalism is perceived by the public.
For further information. contact
Prof. Roslyn Bernstein, 725-7100.
TICKER
TAKES
The Baruch College/Greater New
York Blood Program Fall 1987
Blood Drive will be held Tuesday,
October 27 through Thursday, Oc-
tober zs from 9 a.m. t04:15 p.m.
Carl Aylman, director of student
activities and supervisor of the
drive, said, uBlood can't be
manufactured; Dow doesn't do it;
DuPont doesn't do it. When people
need blood the only way they can
get it is from other people."
Approximately 2,200 units of
blood are needed every day by pa-
tients in New' York area hospitals,
according to the Greater New York
Blood Program. A continuous and
steady supply is needed because
blood is perishable. One out of
every ten people entering a hospital
will need blood.
Aylman said, "Each donation
has the potential for saving five
lives. How often do you have the
opportunity to do something that
will save lives?"
This fall stuffed lions will be
given to the first 300 donors.
Aylman said, "We give away gifts
in appreciation for people making
the commitment for giving blood.
This year it's stuffed lions to show,
that people who give blood are no
By LINDA ZUECH







Six displays from Israel will be
among the many new exhibits at
New Yor k's second annual Jewish
Heritage Book Festival. Sponsored
by the Associated YM-YWHAs of
Greater New York. the 'book fair
will take place November 8 and 9 at
the Seventh Regiment Armory.
Park Avenue and 67th Street.
Festival hours are Sunday. 103.m.
to 8 p.I11.; Monday. 10 a.m. to
6 p.m, Over tOO publishers.
bookstores. academic presses.
cultural and educational institu-
tions and antiquarian booksellers
will display and sell works in





Abovt: TM Sw«lmborg· FOIIndtllion
IIIIlintlllns lI.bookstolY IIIIJ9 E. 2J,d St.
1beSwedenborg Foundation is preparing
to celebrate the trieentennial 'of Sweden-
borg's birth. "The foundation." Seekamp
said, "wiD be coordinating the activities of
the different Swedenborg groups, associa-
tions .and societies throughout the world."
- The title of the celebration, in 1988 is:
The Vision Continues: Symposium on
Science and Spirituality-A Search for Uni-
ty. The symposium will take place from







In Swedenborg's search for the soul "he
put himself. as we would understand it to-
day, into a hypnotic state.... Seekamp said.
Swedenborg had the ability to withdraw
from the world and shut everything out and
go into a kind of self-imposed trance, which
permitted him to enter the spiritual world.
Seekamp also said, "Swedenborg was anx-
ious to find the seat of the soul. He knew it
had something to do with people. He also
knew it had to do with our very living."
"Swedenborg traveled extensively merely
to gain more knowledge in whatever he was
interested in, " Seekamp said. However, the
Swedish church was very cynical towards
Swedenborg. "The Swedish church, "
Seekamp said, "which was Lutheran and
extremely powerful, and had governmental
connections at the time of, Swedenborg,
tried to have his books banned." Seekamp
also said, "The Lutheran Church didn't
look too kindly upon Swedenborg because
he opened the world to another idea other
than the Lutheran Church."
BARUCH COLLEGE, CU~Y
A trover. Ema nuet ..Swedenb o rg
(16'88-1772) is credited with inventing
the first aeroplane model and sub-
marine.
7~ earn about the man who invented the An isecause Swedenborg traveled extensive-
~ first aeroplane and submarine, and ly, his writings and ideas were picked
who inspired Helen Keller and explained Extraordinary up in England and in other places where he
the meaning behind the Bible. traveled to, and his ideas spread throughout
This man is Emanuel Swedenborg, the world.
1688-1772, who lived in Sweden and travel- LI·fe· Swedenborg's works were originally writ-
ed throughout the world. The Bible, accor- ten in Latin and have been translated into
ding to Swedenborg, "just scratches the more than 29 languages. "The
surface and it has much broader. deeper Remembered: foundation," Seekamp said, "now has a
meaning," said John Seekamp, committee of translators and authors to
president of the Swedenborg Foundation, continue to develop more material and in-
located at 139 E. 23rd S1. the formation for the people who are voracious
The most- important-thing -sorneone can ' readers of Swedenborg's works and,
come away with from reading Swedenborg d b everything that other authors have written
is, "a better understanding of the Bible, an Swe en 0 ru on and about Swedenborg."
understanding that the Bible is symbolic, b The Swedenborg Foundation is a non-
that you can't read it and accept it literally, ~ounda'(I.On profit foundation which relies on the con-
there are deeper meaning behind it," tribution and gifts of the public to keep the
Seekamp said. Swedenborg's writings organization going, and to permit the foun-
enable one to read between the lines of the dation to present its programs. The founda-
Bible. By PHILIP J. DARRAGH tion is directed by a board of 'directors
"Helen Keller was a student of Sweden- drawn from all phases of the business and
borg, and by reading his works, it gave her ~ professional fields. "The board meets once
a great feeling of being lifted up into a dif- wedenborg invented what we consider a month," Seekamp said, at the founda-
ferent way of seeing things," Seekamp said. the world's first aeroplane. tion's headquarters, located at 139 E.
The writings of Swedenborg inspired Helen Leonardo da Vinci typically is credited 23rd St .; off Lexington Avenue.
Keller to write one of her most influential with inventing the world's first aeroplane; Seekamp is both president and, since April
but he didn't, it was Swedenborg. The 1 ti Th'd tworks, My Religion, written in 1927 and . ac mg manager. e presi en. as
published by Doubleday. "Helen Keller said foundation did a study on this question of well as all the board members, serves
'that because of Swedenborg, I now see the who invented the first aeroplane. Henry without pay. The foundation also has
light.' She now has a light coming into her Soederberg, retired vice president of Scan- a new magazine titled Chrysalis-Journal of
life because of Swedenborg," Seekamp dinavian Airline System and "very in- theSwedenborg Foundation, which is
Said terested in Swedenborg," Seekamp said, is published three times a year, and has a
'. , writing a book on this question. The. title is world-wide circulation of between 12..000
.The review of Helen Keller s book by the Swedenborg 's 1714 Aeroplane. and the
!:,mes of Londo~, <?<=tober 13.. 1927, read foundation is about to publish this book. an~:f=~dationwas founded by a group
He1e&ral- XdJer~· i1~_ ~.-:.~mi~"'~"~-::"';".slLi ;'~;~'S.'.I1". _;80;; be .,' -110iifttllll'l i8seMflft:" ftHr'. ''''ftIeibtBntlr- <. '.-.~ .~,
natu world that are vague and remote. of researc 00, t lS.· we n rg s ti . ional but tbere . C!'_._L-1--._
The secrets of the spiritual World are open plane i d' I • h . d S on IS nan s . LUQ...- are ~QK'IJUUlg
h h h h . h . 'I aero ane IS on isp ay 1D t e Air an pace societies throughout the world U Seekamp,
.to_~!.!-_~~~~g_er S!xt__~r mystic ~e~se. _. Museum in the Smitbs<mia.llmstitute's ~.I:-, ... _ . _,_ ..' ~
canno~ Jma~JDe,JIlYSelf~ut ~eligi~.' . ly . fligAtroom, - in- Wasbiogton, D.C. =~I:::m":t:~:::en~,~. _= --------
she wntes. I could as easily fancy a living Swedenborg also invented the submarine " Ch h I I ed
body without a heart.' In this book she "Swedenborg was most interested in nearest Swedenbor8ff u~c IS oca~ at
tells what her spiritual ideals are and how searching for the source or basis of the soul East 35th ,Strees t, dO b
Par cAhvenhue.. erhe
h f d h . h hi f S d . . .' are about 5 we en org urc es m t es e oun t em In t e teac mgs 0 we en- and that is what led him into theological V . ed Shih t ed
bor " . ". rut tates w c are c~~ rat
g. studies, Seekamp said. Swedenborg wrote mostly in the Northeast California and
CBS put on a documentary about Helen 30 volumes of theological writings in his the Pacific Northwest. '''The church is
Keller, an~ the influence of Swedenborg m~d-fifties. The~ 30 ,-:olumes o~ books are founded on the writings of Emanuel
upon her life. P!1n~ed, kept In pnnt, .published a~d Swedenborg," Seekamp said. Some
distnbuted by the foundation, along WIth Swedenborg theological schools include the
other works br and about Swedenborg. Swedenborg School of Religion in
, Massachusetts, the Academy School in Ber-
Although natham, Pennsylvania (where S.wedenborg
dlted 8th ministers receive their training and thenere . WI ' enter into the Swedenborg Church as an or-
;inventing the dained minister) and- Urbana University in







Baruch librarians will tell you that the
newly acquired research. equipment was
purchased to make your time in the library
pass a little more pleasantly. The truth is,
these days it is impossible to have the sort of
good library experiences that you had last
term. Back then, only about half the
microfilm machines were working at any
given time and that made it very easy to
walk out of the library without doing any
research at all-resulting in a pleasant visit
to the library. Don't expect to do that this
term.
As part of a three-year plan to make the
Baruch College Library "state of the art"
in its research capabilities, the school has
recently acquired four new microfilm
readers and two new micro fiche
reader/printers. The library has also install-
ed the Business Collection, a new system
that allows students to accc -s and print
thousands of business titles. The number of
magazine indices arid business indices has
been increased to five. According to Mary
Donovan, "head" of periodicals, many
·studeIltS-'prder. to 'USe those Vlewscreen-h,~
dices because they are retrospective. " A
student using the magazine index can look
at (that) one source, instead of five dif-
ferent newspaper and magazine indices,"
she said.
The older microfilm readers, some of
which were 15 years old, were often out of
service last term. The new $1 ,300 microfilm
readers can be serviced in as little as eight
hours, said Donovan. "All four are under
warranty and we are paying a considerable
amount of money for the service."
Likewise, the newly acquired $10,000
microfilm printers are also less susceptible
to break downs than the older printers
because their inside workings are stronger,
she said.
"The library has been investing a lot of
funds in microfilm readers, and in getting a
lot' of titles in microfilm to help alleviate
missing issue problems," said Donovan.
The many titles on microfilm inchsde The
Vi/lage Voice, The Los Angeles, Rolling
Stone, The New York Times and New York
Amsterdam News.
Some of the sources that can be accessed
by the microfiche reader/printers include
the ERIC (Education Resources Informa-
tion Center) Collection, college catalogs,
census materials, 10K Reports and' federal
documents. "(Each) one of those
machines costs $7,000 and it is state of the
art. It makes copies that are equal to
typewriter quality, U said Donovan.
The library is conducting "Film and
Fiche" workshops four times per week on
Monday evenings and Friday mornings to
introduce students to new and old film
equipment, and educate them in their pro-
per use. While some breakdowns in equiJ"-
ment are unavoidable, Donovan concedes
that "a lot of damage problems are caused'
by students; not deliberately, but out of
anxiety. We are trying to do something to
educate them." She added that all of the
new equipment was aquired in an attempt
to "respond to the needs of the students. "
Apparently, that does not include the
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system, criticized in 1944' b, a congres-
sional committee, was ridiculed in the 19605
by Ralph Nader and Adlai Stevenson. It
was a closed system that functioned effec-
tively for the people at the top of the in-
stitutions. The chairman was protected
from many sanctions or removal because he
had a virtual monopoly on tile amount of
resources, appointed the staff and the com-
mittees and did the scheduling.
In the 19705, focusing on Watergate,
there was further change which launched
'·As a post-script to that description of
the congressional organization," Adams
continued, "we are now in a period that
takes not a simple devolution of power
from the top to the base but are now in a
time when it appears that some power is
needed to give back to the leadership. The
leadership selection process in Congress has
been regularized by the Democrats so that
now the re-election of the Speakers (of the
House) have been given large referral
powers.
·'Under Speaker Tip O'NeilL politics was
scarcer in the 198Q<;. and Congress is in a
state of perennial change;' expressed
Adams.
power, where the President had principally
been located. -to. individual members.
Seniority was nowlimited as a principle for
gaining the chairmanship. The gaining of
this position now lay in the caucus and
declaration of the democratic caucus. A
sub-committee for the Bill of Rights was
developed, Each committee now had its
own caucus and the members of the majori-
ty voted by secret ballot for the sub-
committees. their jurisdiction. chairpersons
and budgets.
Such a policy has inevitably led (us) to rely on
some military force. Congresses have been
disinclined to vote a declaration of war
against many of the countries we have at-
tacked."
Third, he explained. "The men who
wrote the Constitution regarded war as a
great calamity; whereas our more recent
leaders are much more tolerant of war.
They have .effectively disseminated their
belief that war is an acceptable instrument
of foreign policy."
"The Constitution was written by men
and created by men who hoped that the
United States would lead primarily by ex-
ample. They hedged the war powers as they
did out of their intense opposition to war
and their fear that it should not be left in
the hands of one man to decide." added
Pessen.
Pessen explained that "we have forsaken
the constitutional provisions on war
because we have also forsaken the responsi-
ble and democratic goals of the Founding
Fathers. "
Professor Adams spoke on the "Con-
stitution and Congress". He stated, "It was
assumed in Philadelphia that the Constitu-
tion would be the central dominant institu-
tion in the government," concentrating his
lecture on the unwritten parts of the Con-
stitution. "Political parties and internal
procedures are two areas not really men-
tioned in the Constitution." said Adams.
uYet, they have become vital in unifying or
drawing together the separate branches."
Adams also indicated that from the 1940s
to the 1970s. power had resided in the con-
gressional committees.' This provided our
nation's principle of seniority: the person
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sional declaration of waw" said Pessen.
He continued that "Congress hadample
time in all of these cases to have declared
war. The argument that modern cir-
cumstances such as technological changes
and the communications revolution have
made the congressional war power obsolete
is not an impressive argument. In other
words, Congress chose not to declare war
for reasons other than time pressure."
Pessen gave three main reasons for the
decline of constitutional provisions for war-
making. First, the rise of our major
political parties. He described them as
"pragmatic coalitions, primarily concerned
with winning and holding office." He
argued that the politicians, the presidents
and congressmen representing these parties.
have not been overly concerned with justice










gressmen have voted war credits even for
wars they thought were wrong. Why?
Because they feared that not to do so would
kill them politically at the next election."
Second, Pessen said, "Our leaders have
been increasingly expansionist in their
foreign policy, ready to resort to force in
order to expand American influence,
power, and, in some cases, even territory.
Being the two hundredth anniversary of
the Constitution, a Baruch lecture decided
to celebrate in its own way by talking about the
times we have disobeyed the document.
"American officials have 'violated the
Constitution in many ways over the past
two centuries," said City University
Distinguished Professor of History, Ed-
ward Pessen, at a lecture recently held at
Baruch. Professor Larry Adams, of
Baruch's political science department, also
spoke on the unwritten words of the Con-
stitution.
In his lecture "One Way of Celebrating
the Constitution; Persistent Non-
Adherence to its Provisions," Pessen
focussed on the many violations of the con-
stitutional provisions for making war.
. ~,e Constitution is very clear in Article
I. Section 8. It specifies that Congress alone
can declare war. and yet we made war on
Mexico in 1846 and on the Phillippine
Islands in 1899-1901. We sent troops again
into Mexico in 1916 and into Soviet Russia
in 1918-1920. We made war in Korea in
1950 and in Vietnam all through the 1960s
and early 19705 .~ all without a congres-
illl tlaeBest Laid Plans
October 13, 1987
s.
-s-contritnued by Investment Club
participated in include: Tri-game, a
manufacturer of a three player chess game,
which earned one member 50 percent on his
investment"; Pad fic Biosystems, a medical
equipment manufacturer, on which two
members made 40 percent on their invest-
ment.
"We are a diversified club," stated John
Tse, president. "We not only offer to pro-
vide information on investment oppor-
tunities, but we also create them. A rew
members last semester started two corpora-
tions. One of the corporations is going to
have a public offering. "If the offering is
completed they will gain over $750,000 for
their investments." he said.
The membership consists of seven cor-
porate officers, a real estate agent, an assis-
tant insurance broker, several financiers
and. of course, investors. "We do not base
our investments on theory. Theory only
looks good on paper. We like to think in a
practical frame of mind," said member
Benson Mui. The club currently meets on
Thursdays during Club Hours in the Stu-
dent Center located on 137 E. 22nd S1.







At the October 1 meeting, entrepreneur
Steve Weinreich spoke of failures and suc-
cesses he has faced. Weinreich started as a
sweeper and later ran chartered buses as a
freshman in college. He used "creative
financing," or a student loan. Weinreich
explained how important it was to have
contacts. "You need contacts. They are im-
portant assets for the entrepreneur to be
successful," he said. Nannette Gordon
There are many clubs at Baruch College,
one of which is the Investment Club. This
year, the Investment Club will have
speakers, to talk about investments, accor-
ding to Josh Holzer, the secretary of the
club. In addition, they will make informa-
tion available on many investment oppor-
tunities throughout the year. "We invest;
we are practical and not theoretical," stated
club vice-president Hyman Gee. "In the
last academic year, all the recommended
stock appreciated in value. The club'
members shoot for short term return
(average four weeks). One of their concensus
recommendations called Enzymes of
America appreciated over 40 times. "It
went from 1It to 4Olt," said Alex Takevchi,
club treasurer.
Other investments the Investment Club
Entrepreneur Club
Are you an aspiring entrepreneur? If you
are, you probably believe that you need ex-
perience .and a lot of money. These are a
couple of "entrepreneurial myths," Pro-
fessor Bernard Gross pointed out at the En-
trepreneurial Club meeting held recently.
The Entrepreneurs Club was formed by
Dennis Maduiling, president; Kimberly
Hoppe, vice-president; and Alexander
Russo, treasurer. The club's first meeting
was held October I. At the meeting, Gross,
the club faculty advisor, said, "As an en-
trepreneur, you don't need experience but
interest and drive. You don't need a lot of
money but the ability to attract money."
The club is designed for all students, in-
cluding liberal arts majors. "The practical
aspects of entrepreneurship will be the ob-
jective of the meetings," said Maduiling.
Entrepreneurship is planning, setting up
and putting together money, ideas and peo-
--.. pIe. "It is a cohesive plan to put a business
together, You learn about life rather than
becoming an entrepreneur," said Gross.
"It is for students interested in making
money and keeping busy."
All meetings will be held on Thursday
during Club Hours in Room 743 in 46 E.
26th St. Speakers will be brought to
discuss the di fferent aspects of en-
trepreneurship.
Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get a
lot of special treatment. Li ke getting the American Express"
Card pretty much hassle-free. Sure, they've proven themselves.
Hut \'OU have too, or vOll wouldn't be reading this today. So
we're making some changes. Starting now, we're making it
easier{han ever for vou to become a Cardrnember through
our Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
The requirements are as simple as they get
just be enrolled full time in a four-year college
and have some form of income-ibe it from
a job, a grant. or from your folks. IOU
don't even need 1 credit history, ..~.'
but if YOU have one, it 111 ust .f!!!."
be clean.
How's that for hassle-
free! Of course. once YOU have
the American Express Card, it
gets even better. rou can use it to
buy everything from sweats to ster-
eos, everywhere from campus to Cam-
eroon. And those are just the basics. As
a Cardmember, you'll be entitled to a
world of benefits you can rely on.
So look into our new automatic
approval offer. Call1-800-THE-eARD and ask
-for a student application. Or just pick up an
application on campus and study it. You'll find
you're bound to pass.
a
FEATURES
Beta Gamma Sigma, the Epsilon'of New
York Chapter at Baruch College, is current-
ly seeking new members. If you would like
to receive public recognition for your
academic excellence, this is a society to con-
sider.
Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor
Society in Business and Management, was
formed to promote advancement of educa-
tion in business, to foster integrity in the
business operations and to reward scholar-
ship. Membership in BGS is the highest
academic honor a business student in an
American college or university can receive.
To become a member, a student must rank
in the upper five percent of the upper junior
class, the upper 10 percent of the lower or
upper senior class, or the upper 20 percent
,..- .J- ----l -----1 of the masters class. This requirement
translates at Baruch into grade point
averages of at least 3.6, 3.5, 3.4 and 3.8
respectively.
All the students who meet the GPA
criteria are invited to apply. Elections to
BGS are held each semester and are follow-
ed by a formal induction ceremony and a
banquet in May. Only the inducted students
become members of the Beta Gamma
Sigma and join the ranks of an elite: a
former mayor of New York City, a U.S.
Navy admiral and several CEO's of major
corporations. This honor is noted on the
students' transcripts.
The 53rd Anniversary and BGS Initiation
Dinner was held on May J2th, J987 at the
Roosevelt Hotel on Madison Avenue. Ac-
cording to Ronald Aaron, associate dean of
students', and secretary arid treasurer of the
school chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma, 212
students were elected to membership in the
1986-87 academic year. Of these students,
137 attended the induction dinner. Many of
the students brought their friends and
relatives to share their happiness. After the
induction ceremony, several faculty and
Beta Gamma Sigma officers eloquently
spoke of achievement, success and "life
after Baruch." Professor Abraham Briloff
of the accountancy department received a
special achievement award. Also, new of-
ficers were elected for the current academic
year. Among them were two upper juniors
with the highest academic indices: Andrew
Blumenthal (3.94) and Harry Sommer
(3.93).
As a member of BGS one can enjoy the
benefits of the Beta Gamma Sigma Alumni
in New York City, the only major BGS
chapter in the country (over 1,400
members). The president of the chapter,
Diana Gordon, is a Baruch and Wharton
School graduate. She sees the advantage of
joining BGS Alumni as "... the oppor-
tunities to be had in networking with a host
of business leaders." One can meet suc-
cessful entrepreneurs from diverse fields
and attend monthly meetings that attract
noteworthy speakers (eg. Arthur Levitt,
CEO). One can advance one's own career
by establishing contacts and learning from
knowledgeable and experienced peers, not
to mention the enjoyment of a pleasant
social setting at the NYU Club, where the
Beta Gamma Sigma Alumni in New York
meet.
Beta Gamma Sigma also asks what you
can do for them. Baruch College, as the
biggest business school in the nation, is in
need of its own, active chapter. If you have
good academic potential for becoming a
member of BGS, an hour or two to spare
every other month and a will to implement
some good ideas, Aaron encourages you to
contact him in Room 1702, 360 Park
Ave. So.
Applications for membership in BGS are






Sprin~teen ~rforms "Merrv Christmas Babv". .
for the Christmas compilation.
band for U2 will be the Pretenders featur-
ing on lead guitar none other than ex-
. Smiths guitarist Johnny Marr. This guy has
his hands in everybody's band. This tour
should be very interesting.
College Top Ten
#1 A Rush And A Push And The Land Is
Ours- The Smit hs
112 Seattle-Pff. (Public Ima~e Limited)
#3 I Want To Live-The Ramones
#4 Pleasure Little Treasure- Depeche Mode
#5 Catch-'The Cure
#6 What Have I Done To Deserve This -
The Pet Shop Boys
If7 Premise - Within in Rome
#8 We'll Be Together- Sting
#9 The End Of The World As We Knows
It-REM
#t0 Never Let Me Down Again- Depeche
Mode
Compiled weekly by W.L.I.R. 91.7 FM
ARTS
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Stevie Nicks will sin. "Silent SIRht" on the
Christmas compilation.
New Releases
Art Of Noise In No Sense. Peter Tosh No
Nuclear War, The Housemartins The Peo-
ple Who Grinded Themselves To Death.
George Michaels Faith. The Christians The
Chris/ions, The Commuaards Red, Wet
Wet Wet Popped In Souled Out. Sting











U2 will return one more time to the New
York area to promote a new double live
album which will be available before the
holiday season. The live compilation was
recorded during the past years tour and will
contain several concert songs which do not
appear on the studio records.
The tour scheduled for the first week of
December through the new year will more
than likely begin and end here. The opening
Like The Sun which is due out this month.
The first single has been released this week;
and is getting some good airplay on AOR
stations across the country. "We'll Be
Together Tonight" is a very representative
single of Stings' previous material. Sting
will also release a video compilation called
Sting- The Videos Part I
U2 in New York
MelIellnRIP dues Ids ft••"" 01 u. SInr~
my Kissin« SaD" Oaas" for tile Cltristlll8S
c=ompilation.
The Christmas season is upon us and that
means it's time for lots of new music. This
year wi" be no different. but it win have a
super album out by Thanksgiving. This
album will be filled with superstars and con-
tain some of the best Christmas music to
date.
Here's the.line-up: "Santa Claus Is Com-












interested in the new Sony Eyeball Camera.
It's as big as the thumb nail of your hand
and it can pr:oduce almost perfect quality. I
just thought you would like to know. If you
have any questions, pleasedon't hesitate to
write. Next issue we'll comment on digital
recording. how it is done :and what its
benefits are.
SPIN Folds
SPIN magazine' has folded after only
three and a half years of publication. It
seems that Rolling Stone magazine was too
strong for them and forced them to the
ground. Some feel that they didn't go
close to mainstream and that their short-
comings in that area cost them the whole
show. Many people were fond' of the
underground section in the publication as
was I. but towards the end of their ex-
istence. they moved closer to mainstream
music and the change was too radical, forc-
ing their closure. With SPIN gone, Rolling
Stone now holds the top seat alone.
Solo Sting
Ex-Police member Sli~ has been work-
ing hard in the studios and has come up
with a double album to be titled Nothing
Ferry and Marr
Bryan Ferry, formerly of ROXi Musk.
win release an album this week entitled Bete
Noire, which translated from French means
the black bug. The first single to surface
wiII be The Right Stuff and guess who co-
wrote, co-produced, and recorded it with
Mr. Ferry? Thats right, you guessed it.
Johnny Marr. Why doesn't he go back to
basics 'and rejoin the Smiths?
TbeTacker
Beastie Boys and "Winter Wonderland" (Eurythmics). "00Beer You Hear What I Hear" (Whitney
Houston). "Merry Christmas Baby" (Bruce
Budweiser has issued a restraining order Springsteen), "Merry Little Christmas"
against The Be8stie Boys prohibiting the (The Pretenders), HI Saw Mommy Kissing
use of a giant six pack of Budweiser beer as Santa Claus" (John Cougar Mellencamp),
one of their props. Budweiser feels that the "Gabriels Message" (Sting), "Christmas In
B~~,..ar..e_J_amjshiJ)L~h~_~Q!.TIP-anY..ht~a.B_~._ . -HeIfls~'-fR-tm .-I)MC)" -".christmas -.Bab¥-.
and do AOt want.in any-way to be.associated Please Come Home" {U2t, "Santa ~aby"
with the band. The Beasties had a comment (Madonna). "Little Drummer Boy" (Bob
but the vulgarity of their answer would not Seger), "Run Rudolph Run" (Bryan
be appropriate to print here. Lets just say Adams). "Back Door Santa" (Bon Jovi).
that they were pissed off. Ironically, The "Covenrry Carol" (Alison Mover) and
Heublin Co. who produce that intoxicating . 'Silent Night" (Stevie Nicks).
concoction Brass Monkev have reported an
increase in sales of two hundred percent in This super line-up will, without a doubt.
just the last quarter. They realize that this sell thousands of copies and all for a good
increase in due to the B-Boys, but stress cause. All the money this record raises will
that th~ to have no affiliation with the go directly to The Special Olympics for the
Beastie Boys. disabled.
~ The ~.rllythmics si~ "Win'" Wonderland"'
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when the prices will drastically drop. Most
of these new ideas are far behind release
date, so this holiday season, the big comm-
panies wll rely on last year's technology.
and hold next year's until mid-January.
On a final note I thought you might be
.. Can technology in the electronic industry
advance any faster than it has in the past
two years? I don't think so, but many feel it
certainly can and most likely will. The
whole industry of audio alone as a sub-set
of electronics has advanced 10 fold in a
short three years. .
There was a time when the turntable was
the finest audio medium available, but to-
day it's one of the least looked lip to.
Digital sound has overtaken the obsolete
vinyl formatted records and their players
have been replaced by compact disc players.
All this fuss over the quality of sound right.
well let me tell you just how good the
Beatles sound today: My Sgt. Pepper disc
gives me goose bumps at high volumes,
where as the old record my parents bought
me when I was four has goose bumps on it
and could probably cause a major earth
quake on the east coast at the same volume
as the C.D. Clarity is what this big fuss is all
about. Digital recordings are clean and
scratch free.
Before I deluge into the digital equip-
ment, do you remember 8 Track stereo
tapes and how they faded out of existence
like a dying leaf? Well, that will be the fate
of turntables and eventually cassettes which
will be replaced by digital audio tapes
(DAT.)
Evaluation of audio is inevitable because
digital sound offers the highest quality
known to man today. Last year the 5" com-
pact discs were the hottest thing on the
market, but this year we will see compact
disc video called CDV which compared to
current silver discs will be gold colored and
contain 20 minutes of music and five minutes
of video. The players will be able to accept
the old laser disc videos, and will also ac-
cept the newest format the 12" disc (silver
in color) which will have the ability to hold
two hours of digital music and video. Are
Y')U confused -yet?-WelLwait.,there's-lIlore" _.
With ail this in mind, the current C.D.
format will be introducing 31/2" format
known as the E.P.lC.D. There will be
adaptors made available for those of us
who own the practically obsolete 5"
players.
The video market is one which has im-
proved dramatically o'/er the past five years
due to the video recorder and it will also go
through some changes this year. The VHS
people have developed a better video
recorder and better tapes that have improv-
ed the quality of the picture a substantial
amount. What about television? Whats new
there? 3-DTV. thats what. This set is cur-
rently under development here in the U.S.
Well, it's great that we have all these
wonderful gift ideas for the holidays, but
what's it going to cost? A good thing you
asked. because it's going to cost plenty. It
seems that as the speed of technology in-
creases so does the rate of prices charged
for these great innovative ideas. My advice










On Thursday, October 1, Baruch
welcomed representatives from American
Express, 1MB, Equitable Life and Morgan
Guaranty Trust as part of the Corporate
Symposium. This event was sponsored by
the Accounting Society, Beta Alpha Psi, the
National Association of Black Accountants
(NABA) and the Office of Career Planning
and Placement.
The general theme of the day was the cor-
porate world as an alternative to the "Big
Eight" accounting firms.
All of the speakers stressed that it is
possible to gain the experience required to
become a Certified Public Accountant in
their respective firms. However, some were
very encouraging, while other firms did not
believe it to be as important.
Since being able to gain CPA experience
is important to most accounting students
when they select their first job, they should
read as much as possible about firms to find
out if they will be able to gain the ex-
perience they want. If this does not lead to
an answer, they should inquire during the
interview.. This is an important considera-
tion for anyone entering a career ir. the ac-
counting profession.
Another area heavily stressed and en-
couraged by all four firms was graduate
studies. For the most part, they-considered
it very important for members of their firm
to earn MBAs, and they are willing to sup-








"Allow Swedenborg's works to appeal to a
broader public." A few of the best books
that accomplish this task are An Introduc-
tion If) Swedenborg, by Howard Spalding;
The Essential Swedenborg, by Sig Syn-
nestuedt; and A Compendium of Sweden-
borg's Theological Writings, by Samuel M.
Warren (an index to Swedenborg's works).
These books can be purchased at the foun-
dation's bookstore or read in its librarv
In addition. to being a th':""logian,
Swedenborg was also a member of the
Swedish Parliament, a scientist, inventor,
anatomist (an expert in, or student of,
anatomy), philosopher and seer (prophet or
clairvoyant).
was a seer
Swedenborg's principal achievements in
science are: first to propound a nebular
hypothesis, made discoveries leading to
science of crystallography, developed
theories on nature of energy, discovered
that the brain functions in synchronization
with ne lungs, deduced uses of the cerebro-
spinal fluid, discovered functions of the
ductless glands, pioneered in the study of
magnetism and pioneered work in
metallurgy.
Swedenborgs principal achievements in
philosophy are: developed systematic
presentation of the philosophy of love,
revived and expounded the knowledge of
correspondence (dynamic relation between
natural and spiritual dimensions of reality),
and formulated the philosophical doctrines
of influx, degrees, forms, series, and order.
In addition to the publishing and films;
the foundation, Seekamp said, . 'gives lec-
tures on Swedenborg. JJ Anyone interested
in finding out more about Swedenborg, or
the Swedenborg Foundation, can go direct-
ly to the foundation at 139 E. 23rd St.
off Lexington Avenue or can call at (212)
673-731().
", \
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is establishing an image archive. The foun-
dation will "go back to the time Sweden-
borg lived and the places that he visited,
and put all this information on 35mm film
so anything that has touched Swedenborg
or his life will have been documented in the
foundation's archives." In addition,
there is a pictorial biography being
prepared right now and the foundation has
produced several films about Swedenborg,
which have been seen "by about 40 million
- people," according to Seekamp. These
films can be viewed and purchased at the
foundation. "There is a mailing list people
can sign in the foundation's book store to
receive information about the foundation if
they are interested," Seekamp said. "Peo-
ple can become a life member-of the foun-
dation, give donations or volunteer work,
etc. "
A problem the foundation has, Seekamp
said, "Is we don't have enough Braille
books or books recorded on tape for the
blind, but we will be moving in that direc-
tion." The foundation does have, Helen
Keller's book, My Religion, in Braille. "We
have been told that the blind, particularly,
would be very interested in what we (the
foundation) have to offer," he said. The
foundation has a committee devoted to
discovering how to make its material more
accessible for the handicapped.
One of the problems with Swedenborg's
writings is that "rhey are written for a pret-
ty high intellectual level, so there are a lot of
people who aren't the slightest bit interested
in them," Seekamp said. "Or if they open
the books up, it just doesn't hold their in-
terest because the books are too deep and
abstract." To overcome these problems,
the foundation makes use of collateral
works written about Swedenborg's work by
others in an attempt to bring "down H the
level of the writings.
These collateral works, Seekamp said,
An informal discussion group which
will explore your potential as a
student leader. .AnelIlphasis will be
on leadership.skills, communication
and .problem solving.
. . . .. ~ ~
..





Wednesday, August 24, to Saturday,
August 27th. The symposium "will be
centered around the significance of
Swedenborg's theology in: New Physics,
New Biology, New Psychology,
Philosophy, Metaphysics, Life Process and
Near-Death Experience," Seekamp said.
Some of the distinguished guests
expected are: Count Wilhelm
Wachtmeister, the Ambassador of
Sweden; from Australia, a representative
from the Swedenborg Lending Library and
Inquiry Center; and from Great Britain, G.





The foundation has a research library
that is geared into the public library, and
anybody can come in and use it for
research. "It would be well to make an ap-
pointment to use the library," Seekamp
said. Some of Swedenborg's original works
are in the library and "they are quite
valuable," Seekamp said. "The founda-
tion," he said, "not only publishes
Swedenborg 's original works, but other in-
dividuals who have written about him." Or
individuals who are "impressed about what
Swedenborg has done, or would like to ap-
proach it from a different angle," Seekamp
also said.
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Del Fuegos and we only have forty minutes
to play so we don't change the songs we do
around a whole lot because when they say
forty minutes they mean forty but we cer-
tainly do not have lots of staged dialogue
rr. with the crowd. It's not at all that sterile.
~ GB: How long has this tour been going
~ on?
~ DB: Since the record came out. Now
~ we're leading our own tour. Before that we
did fifty dates with Tom Petty and even
before that we toured with Bog Seger. I'm
looking forward to a rest.
GB: How would you describe the
Satellites in one word?
DB: Looking through my rolodex of
answers I would have to say honest. We try
to do three things every night: each member
in the band centers himself, then the band
'centers as a whole, and you then center into
the audience.
GB: What is next?
DB: We will tour some more, make
another record, shoot some videos, talk to
three million press and radio people. and
hopefully get home every now and then.
GB: What is the best thing about being a
Georgia Satellite? .
. DB: Getting paid for being an emotional
idiot. That can be taken bg'th ways.




I Please send me a free brochure and application I
I for Manufacturers Hanover Basic Checking. I
I Please mail to: I
I Manufacturers Hanover, Bankless Banking Center I





I City State Zip I
I Mailbox /I I
I (if any) I
I Please tell us I
I what school you attend IL ~ ~~
The Consumer Banking Group
curred?
DB: I see as much AC/DC in us as I do
Stevie Ray, but lots of people talk about the
T-Birds, Stevie and us in the same breath.
As for why, who knows. it's funny but hey,
it's fine by me.
GB: What one quality do you hope fans
lake home with them after seeing a Georgia
Satellites concert?
DB: The fact that the band picks up the
dice and rolts them once and a while. We
are on this caravan with Tom Petty and The
The Ticker
... . .. ~ .. '", - - ..,. _. .. ... '.. .' .... ... .. . ..
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When.you're iD-co1leg~the.way youliveis differ-
ent than at any other time ofyour life. You keep
different kinds ofhours. You have different
kinds of responsibilities. And it all shows up
in the day -to-day way that you use money.
That's why you need Basic Checking'"
from Manufacturers Hanover Trust. The
checking account that's made just for the
»lay you're living now.
For example, as a student, you probably
don't find yourselfwriting that many
checks every month. So Basic Checking
gives you eight free ones. *This way, you
only pay one low monthly fee of$4, with-
out the additional per-check charges of
many checking accounts. And that
means some more money left over to
have fun with.
You'll also like the other ways Basic
Checking fits in with college life. And
college schedules.
Because you'll get an MHT CanPM that's
goodat every cash machine in the entire
NYCE& network. That's almost 2,000 loea-
tionsin the:New York area-all waiting fOF
you U hours a day. Youcan even get cash in-
stantly at more than 9,000 CIRRUS· machine
Iocations coast to coast. And there's no service
charge for using a cash machine, no matter
where or how often you need one.
So whether you need to grab a sudden cab
ride across town to the library, or a 2 a.m.
pizzafor a study break, you'll never be short
of the pocket money to do it with.
What's more, you'll enjoy all these privi-
leges without having to keep a minimum bal-
ance in your account. Something else you can
really appreciate.
Instead ofhaving a checking account that
doesn't fit in with college life, get the one that
lets YCJu enjoy it more. For more information
about Basic Checking, call1SOO~BANK
or mail the coupon. Or just stop into any
Manufacturers Hanover branch.
We'll help you get
where you want to go.
-Ifyou shouldhappen to uae more than eight checks in any given month.
there will be a fee of~ for each extra check,
In additiocl, there will be.~ charge (or any check cashed at a teller
window.Member FDIC.
(£)1987~ HanoYer. All rights reserved,
How to make college life
a little easier
and a lot more fun.
- -_ _--_ _._- _.- --------.,._--_ -.- ----_ .. _- ..
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Rick Richards.
ple see us and say "you guys aren't kids."
GB: Your music definitely fills a void
and has its own identity. You are not just
another pop hand, Did you ever think the
Georgia Satellites would he played on top
40 radio?
DB: No way. We are a bunch of old
hicks.
GB: With the resurgence of roots
oriented rock and roll: The Fabulous
T-Birds, Stevie Ray Vaughn and now
yourselves. Wh.v do you think this has oc-
, .,






With the 1986 release of their self-titled
debut album, the Georgia Satellites have
become a household name in the world of
rock and roll. These days music seems, in
many aspects, to be more of a business than
an art form used to convey ideas, values.
and emotions to people. The Georgia
Satellites have proven to stand for the true
meaning of what music should-more than
almost every other band of equal stature.
The debut record from this' quartet is
definately produced, enhancing their
rawness not disguising .it. The Georgia
Satellites may have numerous influences
and characteristics from musical times past
but they are one band making their
presence felt in the eighties.
In the early 19805, music 'was taking a
turn some thought would never end -, Disco
was no longer, dance music was the newest
craze. Many acts, predominantly foreign
ones, had one hit after an other and it seem-
ed that technopop was here to stay.
"Tainted Love" by Soft Cell, "I Ran" by
A Flock of Seagulls, and The Knack's "My
Sharona" all acted as massive chartbusters
and created a strong argument to include
these bands in the category of rising
superstars. By 1984 album oriented rock
was making a comeback, that is not to say
that pop/dance music was not popular,
however, its popularity did not match the
time The Bee Gees were number one for
several months with the soundtrack to
Saturday Night Fever. Bruce Springsteen,
Dire Straights and Huey Lewis -all had
multi-hit albums that were solid offerings
from the first to last entry.
It was not until 1985, when The Fabulous
Thunderbirds and Stevie Ray Vaughn
achieved worldwide acclaim and even began
to break into the hit radio format, that rock
and roll roots music was commercially
viable .. ftwas 'suddeniyonce again 'mp--t{}
like fifties music, which was once viewed in
a similar fashion to the way disco is now.
The Georgia Satellites are one rock and roll
band that has had the most crossover
potential of any roots oriented rock band in
history. Here lead singer/guitarist Dan
Baird talks about his musical pursuits, life
on the road, and making the ascent to rock
and rolt stardom.
GB: The band formed in /980. You
played the club circuit in Georgia for a
good many years. u"as ff a healthy music
community fO grow in?
DB: There were four clubs to play.
That's three more than there are now. The
Dugout was a constant place to play. It held
about five hundred people. It doesn't se/m
as bad now as when I was going through it.
GB: How has the band's sound evolved
since its inception?
DB: Well Rick and I (Rick Richards lead
guitar and vocals) are the two original
members. The rhythm section has changed
so many times. But the main thing is that
we have gotten away from the lightness of
rockability.
GB: Who are some of your influences as
a performer?
DB: Chuck Berry and Keith Richards.
They had simplicity in their stuff but they
have that great ability to suggest. Bob
Dylan and Tom Petty are major ones. Lou
Reed on certain songs; "Myth of Love"
(from the Satellites debut album) is like Bad
Company plays Lou Reed.
GB: Who are some of your favorite cur-
rent bands?
DB: Steve Earle, Randy Travis, Dwight
Yokum, Jason and the Scorchers, The
Replacements, Ornar and the Howlers and
World Party. That "Ship of Fools" song is
great. They have cool songs with vocal ar-
rangements that blow you aytay.
GB: Because of your quick ascent to be-
in~ visible to such a vast number of people
do you get a lot ofpeople thinking you just
started in the business?
DB: You know. There are youthful
elements present in certain people. And we
don't posess any of them (he laughs). Peo-
October 13, 1987
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album of 1987. Nothing even c!omes close ...
-John Ricard






C Various Artists - The View From Here
Co.
(The San Francisco Compilation)
(Medical Records)
Any piece of vinyl that serves as living
proof that there's new life. in the city
famous for bringing us rock 'n' roll cor-
porate poseurs for the past fifteen years
isn't altogether bad. However, some of the
underground fourteen talents displayed
aren't deserving of press. So to focus on the
positive: Camper Van Beethoven, Santa
Cruz's ethnofunk fusionrneisters/college
dropouts with Country Joe's "Happiness Is
A Porpoise Mouth." This is the same band
that had the gonads to improve on a five-
minute revisionist" Interstellar Overdrive."
Could Syd Barrett really be left out to dry
in the '80s? Also noteworthy are CVB
labelmates (Pitch-A-Tent) Spot 1019, Pray
For Rain's "2 Steps Forward," a junior
league version of That Petrol Emotion
(sans velocity or drive), and "Garbage
Man" by the McGuires is pop heaven. But
if it's my money on the table the pick hit
here is CVB, one of the truly genuinely
original bands left in the country. (Medical




bookstore today. After all, the last
thing you want to do in business is
take a!1Y unnecessary risks.
the band might have fared better with mor-
emphasis on guitar. Still, all of Paul's con
tributions to this lp are excellent.
As usual, Gene's contributions are
weaker than Paul's. Gene's vocals work
best on slow songs like "Dance All Over
Your Face," that have violent lyrics, or
slow songs like "Murder in High Heels,"
that have a mysterious feel. Gene has had
only one success with a fast song, ("Fit's
Like a Glove"), and "No No No," his fast
entry from this newest lp, is another failed
attempt. "Thief in the Night," a -slow
moodv track, is one of his best in recent
years. Gene's "Hell or High Water" also
relies heavily on mood, ("3 a.m.. wide
awake. Yeah I'm lonely and / can't fake
if, "! and the song works well.
Never in the history of Rock and Roll has
any band consistently released such great
music the way KISS has over the years.
Their 20 previous albums have all been cer-
tified ·'Gold." "Platinum." or "Double
Platinum," and each one deserves that cer-
tification. KISS truly is the hottest band in
the world, and Cra:y Nights is the best
And not only does the.BA-Solar
give you higher finance, it gives you
higher technology. The TI SA-Solar
is the onlv financial calculator with
solar capabilines. Thanks to TI's
Anvlite Solar!" technology, you can
use the BA-Solar in any lowlight
conditions.
So get your own BA~Solarat your
TbeTicker
for the interest, loans, real estate,
bond, pricing and profit problems
you'll find throughout your business
courses.
The BA-Solar speeds you through
your assignments because the
preprogramrncd functions execute
many business tormulas at the push
of a single key.
KISS-lbe best aroa.. ia ... world?
"'When Your Walls Come Down," from
the new release, features lyrics that are
more in character with Paul's sassy but
macho image. He has his would be lover all
figured out; "You got your script from a
Cosmo guide '/5 Ways to Find a Lover,"
and is not above ridiculing her. "When
your Walls Come Down" is a strong
though commercial song which would cer-
tainly work well in a live setting.
Paul's vocals are less seari ng and more
soothing on "Bang Bang You." a song
which brings to mind "Love Gun." The
lyrics are reminiscent of that decade old
KISS song, (i.e. "I'm gonna bang bang you.
L'l! shoot you down with my love gun
babe, ") but this one isn't raw like "Love
Gu n." Rather, "Bang Bang You" has a
sexy feel to it that is similar to the mood of
"Partners in Crime." Paul's other con-
tributions to "Crazy Nights" have a lot of
emphasis on keyboards. The last KISS
album to extensively use keyboards. "Un-
masked." didn't sell too well (although it
was certified "Gold".) The kcvboards on
Cra:v Niehts are somewhat disturbing, and
P.eB6
The'TI Business Analyst-Solar
has all the right functions to
help you get down to business.
Is your present calculator good
enough to make it in business? Prob-
ably not. That's why we made the TI
BA-Solar. The BA-Solar prov ides
you with preprogrammed functions
KISS - Crazy Nights
(Polygram)
ARTS
., 198711. "'T~"T~l~~ Incorpor.lfed
During the 70's, critics were charging that
KISS needed make-up and costumes to sell
records and concert tickets. But. in 1984
KISS took off their make-up and proved to
the critics, what the fans already knew - all
KISS needs to be successful is Paul Stanley
and Gene Simmons. "Lick it Up," their
first release, with out make-up. was their
most brutal album to date.
It combined the .overpowering drum
sound of the previous album with an even
ranchier guitar sound and the dirtiest lyrics
the band had ever written.
The music was great. but the band looked
horrible. (Paul dressed like Jennifer Beals,
and Gene dressed like a gypsy!)
In the years that followed "Lick it Up."
the band's music became more commercial
while the image became more colorful.
Both the music and image had seemed to
reach it's peak on last vear's "Asvlum". .
release, but, KISS being the great band that
they are, have managed to look and sound
even better on this newest release Cra;y
Nights, than they did last time around.
One of the standouts. "I'll Fight Hell to
Hold You" features Paul's best vocals since
1981 's "Just a Boy." It is an energetic track
that finds Paul singing to his would be
lover, 'til time stands still and worlds col-
lide. ('II fight Hell !O hold you by my side. "
It's rare for Paul to be reduced to making
that sort of pitch for himself. Approachs
like "Wouldn't You like to Know MeT";
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The Poetry Society at 28th Street and Gramercy Soutb.
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Thursday- Out of this World -------"yawn."
F id W' . 11.1 id •• "'n av- e ve got It .v al ----------- yawn.
ARTS
like clockwork as Hooperrnan tries to han-
dle angry tenants, a hot-to-trot
policewoman who has the hots for her
homosexual partner, an overly demanding
female police captain and a redneck detec-
tive named Bobo Pritzger who considers
Hooperrnan to be a liberal, snot-nosed
civil-service lifer. Harry is also in love with
the woman he got to manage his run down
apartment. John Ritter fans will appreciate
this new show done in the Hill Street Blues
tradition.
- By the way, who are the chipmunks
and what is a chipmunk adventure??
- "My Two Dads," the new comedy
starring Paul Reiser and Greg Evigan gets
"My Two Thumbs Up!"
-Ramis. Aykrovd. and Murry. Want to
know why "Ghostbusters II" hasn't got-
ten underway yet? 40 million dollars! Any
. ')questions',
- NBC's Primetime line-up at 7:30, day
by day:
Monday- Marblehead Manor ------ "yawn."
Tuesday- She's the Sheriff ----------"yawn ...
Wednesday- You can't take it with you ------
-Is Hulk Hogun wearing you out roo??
- Mr. T, who gave up the "bad attitude"
his A-Team character "B.A. Baracus" had
returns to television in January in a new ac-
tion series called "T and T". This time "T"
plays a crusading private investigator who
has own style of courtroom manner. The
show will run on channel II here in New
York at a cost of more than 10 million
dollars for the initial 24 half-hour episodes.
-(jet this! Vanna White until 1992!!
Yup, it's true! "Wheel of Fortune" was
renewed until 1992! I'd like to buy a vowel.
- I guess this i" the year of the next
generations. Now that "Star Trek: The
Next Generation" has blasted off to go
where no man has gone before, get ready
for "Bonanza: The Next Generation."
(Does anybody care about this?) Lorne
Greene was scheduled to reprise his role as
(Continued on Page B/2, Col. 4)
.;0 ••••
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bara also has LilyTomlin lined up and is
about to sign Whoopi Goldberg.
- "The Flintstones," the live action
movie. begins production soon and James
Belushi has signed on to play Fred Flint-
stone. Rick Moranir is expected to play
Barney Rubble and chances are strong that
Saturday Night Live's pathological liar Jon
Levitz will- also be part of the Flintstone
gang. Unfortunately, Vanna White turned
down the chance to star as Wilma Flint-
stone. (She would've made a good Wilma)
- They're wearing me out with this Jim
BakkerJTammy Faye/Jessica Hahn deal.
-Commando II is coming this spring.
20th Century Foxis negotiating with Ar-
nold Schwarzenegger to have him reprise
his role as John Matrix, the retired army
Colonel that makes Rambo look like Pee
Wee Herman. A script for the sequel to the
1986 film has already been completed and
unlike the first film this one promises to be
even more light -hearted then before. and
will lean away from being so paramilitary.
"Commando II promises to be more of an
urban picture, a comedy/thriller about a
retired soldier who is really retired." said
Steven E. DeSou7'A, screenwriter for both
Commando movies. Rae Dawn Chong and
Alyssa Milano are also slated to return.
- Does anybody remember the NFI.?
The real NFL? Hmmmm. Those were the
good 01' days.
- How did Jessica Hahn get "0 damm
popular anyway"?
- ABC's "Hooperman" starring John
Ritter is the best new show on T.V. From
the creators of "Hill Street Blues" and
'·L.A. Law," Hooperrnan is a 1/: hour
dramady (drama/comedy) that chronicles
the hectic life of a San Francisco detective
named Harry Hooperman. The show has
wit, class, drama. levity. and a believable
tlair and atmosphere to it that only Steven
Bochco and Terrry Louise Fisher can bring
to the tube. John Ritter is at his best as the
busy yet awkward San Francisco plan-
clothes cop who becomes a part-time
landlord when he inherits his murdered
landlady's building-and her ferocious little
dog. The stories work well and move along
... ""~ ~'. '.-. .....-.~..... .'..... ; .....:.,....., .
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.Semen will be used for artificial ·insemination
for 'coupleswho cannot. have children. due to
male inf~rtility. ..
All donor types are needed.
ACcept«!ddoDOrS ate paid
~***************************************~.. .
: WOMENS' HEALTH CENTER :
• •
:VVE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABORTION:
:SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE. :
:t-'CENSED FACILITY, OFFERS EXPERT CARE BY :
.-pROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL. . ..
: PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE :
: (212) 758-6110 :
: MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS :· ~ ..• •It CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC•
: 10 EAST 21st STREET :
.. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010 ..· ..
: BLUE CROSS AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVERS ABORTION:
.. MEDICAID - VISA - MASTER CHARGE ..
: ALL SERVICES ..
****************************************!
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love song with simple words which work
great together. The single verse "Love you
to the Letter" incorporates the simplicity
and success of the song's lyrics. The next
song, "True Love," had it's moments, but
, once again, something about it .sounded
typical. Side two was okay; the music has
the caliber of a good Manhattan band you
would hear in a club. .
Although Tom Kimmel doesn't seem to
have the potential to be another Bruce Spr-
ingsteen, he is a pretty good musician. His
music can be described as a mix of rock-n-
roll and country. His songs are written with
country lyrics which can be attributed to the
fact that he was born in Memphis, Ten-
nesse.
Tom Kimmel has been trying to find
musical stardom since 1977. Before making
5 to l , he wrote music for Johnny Cash, Joe
Cocker, and Waylon Jennings. Tom has
had the typical musician like-taxi driver.
shipping clerk, cook, and the like- and I feel







- Han n a-Ba r b a r a . the famed
animation company that brought us "The
Flintstones," "The Jetsons." "Scoobv-
000, " and "The Srnurfs"; and the third
cc largest animation company behind Walt
~ Disney and Marvel Comics Limited is said
g to be preparing'an animated, prime-time.
> mid-season replacement show starring none
~ other than Eddie Murphy as the lead
character. According to Joseph Barbara,
president of Hanna-Barbara, the animated
feature will be adult-oriented with Murphy
doing his own voice. The cartoon will be
scheduled for a 10 p.m. time slot. Bar-
r·.. r·... f. r·,.LJ r-, J=
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Tom Kimmel - 5 to 1
(Mercury /Polvgrarn)
Tom Kimmel's album cover has slender
Tom leaning up azaint a wall. The scene in
the background is a city street which has
been artfully worked on to give the hopeful
album purchaser a new, intriguing look.
The cover of 5 to 1 gives off a feeling of be-
ing stale and banal. The music contained on
the black disk inside this pretty picturesque
record cover is al light; however, I found
most of this album to be nothing special.
Somehow after listening to the first two
songs on the album, I felt I had already
heard the album somewhere else. "That's
Freedom," the first cut on side one sound-
ed so typical. What's typical you ask?
Verses sung low with a chorus shouted time
and time again. "Shake, " the second song,
had the same problem. But "Trying to
Dance" breathed life back into me. It had
good lyrics and the chorus was not repeti-
tions as in the previous songs mentioned.
The best song on 5 to I was next: "A to Z."
I saw images of stardom; the song was in-
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wear a teddy, you know. I wore the guitar.
That's what I wore. So that's what we're
trying to get across in this record. First is
that it's a musicians' record and something
that will last long and we wanted to make a
record that you will also listen to when
you're 50.
Q: Do you think that your album will ap-
peal to Revolution fans?
Wendy: I hope so.
Lisa: I think that a lot of fans of Prince and
the Revolution will like it because Prince's
albums are kind of similar in that they do
span a large area of music. He's not just a
funk artist or just a rocker. He plays quite a
lot of different styles of music. So do we, so
I hope that they like it.
Q: Would you like to do any more films?
Wendy: Sure, if the right thing comes
along. Sure I'd love to. We want to sc~re
films, more importantly. We want to score,
so ...We had a couple (of offers) a while
ago. I know some people that are really in-
terested in having us explore it right now
and we're just, kind of like w~ don't have
the time right now to sit and.....score a major
film right now. So it's just a matter of tim-
ing. You know we have to do the footwork
for this album first.
October 13, 1987
Can Welldy and Usa move far enou2h away
from the Minneapolis sound to be ori~nal?
Q: Is this album just a one time solo effort
or will.you tu some lime in the future return
{O Prince's bond?
Wendy: The doors are open. We've left all
our options open. We haven't burnt any
bridges. We have all decided that when the
time comes, we'll do it. It's just going to
take time. Lisa and I have grown to a cer-
tain point and are in the studio all the time
and for us to all of a sudden be the backup
band and not do anything would've stifled
us. So the most logical step for us to have
done was to go out and learn some more.
And if we learn more on our own, the more
we'll be able to offer and make something
different when we get back together. I mean
Prince and the Revolution will be massive if
we get back together in a couple of years.
The doors are open.




By ERIC KUN &
LAURA OSMAN
Most people know Wendy and Lisa as
the two female members of Prince's
former band, The Revolution. Now, a year
after Prince disbanded The Revolution,
Wendy and Lisa have made their debut
album. The most important benefit they got
from Prince was "confidence," as Lisa
recently stated adamently in a C~press
conference. Wendy and Lisa are getting a
band together and are hoping to start tour-
ing Europe and America in January. As a
result they will not be able to tour with
Prince in his U.S. tour. Nonetheless,
they're convinced that for their growth as
musicians', the separation is for the best.
Wendy explained, "If Prince and The
Revolution reunite in a couple of years, it
will be massive."
Overall, the album is not as glamorous as
the women who made it. However, there
are a few songs which should fare pretty
well. The first single "Waterfall" has
already been released and is doing well on
the dance charts.
Wendy is the lead vocalist and apparently
her experience with Prince has paid off.
There is a lot of diversity in her style of
'singing and although "Waterfall" and
"Sideshow" may contain an extra verse
here-and there, it only adds to the appeal of .
the songs. Lisa's vocal ability is best
displayed in the slow tune 'Chance to
~ Grow' in which she does the lead vocals
~ "Waterfall," "Sideshow," and "The
~ Honeymoon Express," the upbeat songs on
~ the album, are by far the best on the record.
Z Also worth mentioning is "Song About,"
which is all about Prince. Wendy and Lisa
wrote the song soon after The Revolution
disbanded and ·thus it-has a mefancholy ring
to it. Although Wendy and Lisa try to steer
clear of Prince and the Minneapolis sound,
his influence on the album is all too clear.
They have taken what they learned from
Prince and improvised it rather than evolv-
ing into something completely different.
This sacrifices their orginality.
The following is part of a
press conference held at CBS
Records.
Question: When did the decision first come
about [0 work on [he debut album?
Wendy: October 10 last year.
Lisa: Well, we just had a meeting and we'd
all decided we had come to a point where
we weren't really learning anything more.
We were as high as we could go and the next
logical step was just to sort of branch out
because we were at the head of the volcano.
And Wendy and I, since we were friends
since we were kids ...
Wendy: It was the most logical thing to do.
Q: How do you guys accept it when
somebody says, "Oh no, that's not you!"?
Wendy: I'm ready to surprise a lot of peo-
ple.
Lisa: We're just gonna keep going.
Wendy: We don't want to be militant about
it, but the fact of the matter is that a lot of
people don't know that we've worked really
hard to be musicians and we want to be
known as musicians and then "Hey, by the
way, they're women too," instead of the
other way round which perhaps happens a
lot with women. "She's a women and oh,
by the way, she can play guitar." That's not
what we want to be known as. We'd like to
be known as musicians and luckily we were
able to portray that in Prince and the
Revolution. Being on stage, we didn't think
"Oh yeah, a couple of broads on the
stage." We're performing and you know, it
was that our instruments carne first. I work-
.ed really hard to play the guitar. I mean, I
was like a wild indian when I first got out of
high school and I'm in this band. All that I
want to do is play the guitar and so that's
what I did. And to a certain extent, we got
that point across because not once did I
Wendy and Lisa, originally from Prince's
band, The Revolution, release their debut
album and talk about life away from
Prin~. •
The Ticker
Chili Peppers' excursion into white boy
cornball funk. There's also a hillbilly tune
about the world's most charismatic basket-
ball player (Michael Jordan) scoring 47
points (bust that Mojo and Skid). To con-
fuse matters further, "Key To
Life...Tonite" is a post-punk rave and the
record has two rock instrumentals. Best
song though is '''Anymore'' with its down-
home fol ksy strumming and references to
material aspirations would give Pet~r Case
a run for his money. With everything going
on here, they'd be pretty stupid, that is if
they weren't so smart. (Relativity Records
149-03 Guy R. Brewer Blvd., Jamaica,
N.Y. 11434). - Steven BlIum
that he may someday play the hero.
Although harmless. this man has had an
enormous impact on the lives of these peo-
ple and makes sure everything is patched up
before he leaves. At this, with a swirl of his
cape, he exits as dramatically as he entered.
Ironically, this" madman" comes through
as the most sane and introspective character
in the cast.
George M. Cohan's The Tavern.
although not a masterpiece. is nothing short
of brilliant in it·s depiction of the incom-
prehensible wc:ys of the world. John Aba-
iian is wonderful as the Vagabond. a, he
demonstrates a real flair for the drama.
Others worth noting are the sheriff's
deputies (David Sherrick, Charles Edward
Hall and Alexander Webb) who are very ef-
fective in these minor roles. They are able
to contort their faces so as to become the
idiotic characters they are supposed to por-
trav. Cohan intended the play to exceed
meiodramatization and cross over into the
ridiculous. In this interpretation director.
Terence Lamude succeeds admirably.
However, credit must really go to Cohan
who proved once again with The Tavern
whv in his day he was Broadwav's brightest
~ ~ ,
light.
that she is on her way to see the governor to
put her case before him. The details of her
case are not explained until much later in the
story. By chance, the governor, his wi fe,
daughter and daughter's fiance, also take
shelter from the storm in the tavern. The
characters become known for certain quirks
and by the end of the act it becomes slightly
annoying. Virgirua (Leslie Lynn Meeker),
the governor's daughter, becomes
fascinated by the Vagabond and repeatedly
tells everyone, "He's the quaintest man I
ever met." Willum continually runs around
asking rhetorically, "What kind of night is
this anyway?" This confusion is periodical-
ly interrupted by a shrill yelp from Sally or
Violet letting loose a blood-curdling
scream, apparently for no particular
reason. Only the Vagabond seems to make
sense as he sits back and quietly comments
on the wonderful drama of it all.
The second act puis all the events into
perspective as things slowly begin to unravel
and the mayhem begins to turn into a
metaphor. The comedy becomes more
focused and elicits more laughs from the
audience. By the end of the act, five men
are dead, but all has been resolved. This is
by no means a tragedy, but instead a com-
edy of errors and a poking fun at
melodrama. The Vagabond, we discover is
an escaped lunatic whose one mad streak




In Spite Of An Actor
"What sort of a man are you?" asks
Freeman (Art Kempf), the owner of a
tavern in the early 19th Century.
The recipient of the question answers.
"A fugitive."
"A fugitive form the law?" Freeman in-
quires.
"No- from my own thoughts," states
the Vagabond (John Abajian) dramatically.
So begins George M. Cohan's satirical
and melodramatic The Tavern, a play that
can be interpreted as a comedy, a drama or
j·.;~t a-con fusing and mysterious mixture of
lunacy. What It really represents, however,
is the absurdity of this thing called life. "A
dark and stormy night" brings a group of
people together in Freeman's Tavern, a
group who will probably never look at the
world the same way again after the night is
over.
Freeman himself is a gruff man, the
father of the cowardly, bumbling young
Zach (Don Stephenson). Zach is in love
with the hysterical hired girl Sally (Lori Ann
Mahl) as is Willum (Michael Sollenberger).
a slow, inquisitive hired man at the tavern.
Zsch, Willum and Sally fiRM it out.
With the arrival of the Vagabond at the
tavern everything is turned upside down.
The profound and rnystif-ving Vagabond
frightens everyone as he refuses to discus,
any personal information, but disrnissc-,
such biographical tidbits. such as his name,
as unimportant, "Question number one,"
he says. "the inevitable 'Who are you?' The
answer i... : I don't know who I am and if I
did, I'd be the most mi ...erable man on
earth. for my greatest happiness lies in the
fact that I occupy a most unique position-
that of not having been cast for a part in the
great world drama of life. ,-
The firs: act of the play move... slowly and
leaves the audience wondering what actual-
lv is occurring. Is it the fault of the actors or
i~ this the way the production was intended
to be performed? It turns out that this is the
way the play was originally written- so as
to gather more speed towards the end.
We are introduced to a number of
characters including Violet (Patricia
Hunter) who.when brought into the tavern
from the woodshed. is apparently un-
conscious, although she is quickly revived
by a glass of brandy. Violet tells the group
By CAITLIN MOLI.ISON
'The Tavern
By George M. Cohan
Directed by Terence Lamude
The Equity Library Theatre
103rd Street and Riverside Drive.
Phone: 869-9266
1beIonious MomkI'-Next Saturday Afternoon .
(Relativity Records)
Another west coast outfit that think
they're funny. Would make a serious dou-
ble bill with Fisnbone. The. Monster runs
through a variety of styles and art types on
Next Saturday Afternoon, an attempt to
display their musical prowess. "Walk On





















-Round Trip Transportation via Luxury
Motor Coach
-3 Days, 2 Nights accommodations at





•••••••• -Welcome Party at Twilight Zone Night Club
···.··-·All· taxes and ·tips-included· .'
• Departure Dates:•• October 23rd to the 25th




Mastrantonio plays his wife Helen, a depen-
dable woman with direction. goals and a
job teaching pre-schoolers. It seems dif-
ficult to imagine the lady that played Tony
Montana's sister in Scarface and Tom
Cruise's pool hall girlfriend a.; a wife and
mother. educating young kids; She appears
young herself and therefore may not have
been the best for the part, but then again.
Hulce is not !hat .convincing..as a husband.
Iouoging around lazily, dFawing a cartoon
at his own convenience. To spice lip this
story of a mismatched pair, the writers ad-
ded a murder. to which Drood is predic-
tably a suspect. Therefore. he must find the
true killers in order to free himself and live
happily ever after. The rest of the movie is a
twisted path of Drood's bad luck and the
scriptwriter's random insertion of each
character to develop some purpose of each
member of the cast and at the same time ar-
with Robb's reJX~:.io·n of "We want the
world and we want it now." phrased cur-
vilinearly around the intersplicing of the
Beatles' "Say You Want A Revolution" il-
lustrates his understanding that if we all
have to eat shit and die eventually, why not
have some fun doing it? Great album cover
of a two-headed hawk, one being Ronny,
the other Gorby. (Homestead Records P.O.
Box 570, Rockville Center N.Y. 11571).
-Steven Baum
rive at a conclusion.
Hulce's talent shines through seldomly.
but his timing of humor is present in the
film. He manages a scene very well where he
is handcuffed between two prisoners in a
police station. Even though the outcome is
predictable, he gracefully delivers the situa-
tion. Director of photography. Amir Mokri
deserves some praise for his unusual visual
effects with the use of mirrors.
There are too many undeveloped aspects
of the film to hold the interest of the
viewer. The murder of Drood's mistress
Yolanda, a mysterious ring and Drood's
skill at recreating images on canvas are
never explored. With less devices and more
concentration on the movie as a whole,
Slamdance would have been an interesting
film about bizarre circumstances and a uni-
que lifestyle.
October 13, 1987
DIe e D· M· especially true on "Machine Gun Suk,", '. . .Ie ISS and "Dragon Fly." TC) show The Mem-
, branes are not without a sense of humor (or
American Pie, ~.)=~~ (Fuckers)"
~./f>\~~~.~~, *'.
The Me;:';ea~~;;:;r~ /99/... f~I:·." ',~c$~~,'~ft.. .
Some people still think Amencan Pie.'. '., ;J:"""";tj,,,. ,,,,,~$%,..,:,,,~
~:rg~i~:g:~~!:£~ "';',<~li('r··i~;~··'·.~~~~~:~~~'~~
why the world needs more of The Mem- . ~f.·,~;$/h ~s~.}.;·,~.;g:.fti<;;.:.; =.
,,-:-.~. ~""~",.,.;,,,,:. ,~;, ...
branes-three goofballs from Blackpool , '.':,.:>".::.,~; .
who are spreading their own revolution, ' ,"';;~)*:e. ~
always pointing towards the future. '-".' -e
This isn't to say The 'branes aren't con-
cerned with the past, but by using it as a
metaphor to describe the apocalypse in-
stead of riostalgic vision of a simple good
time' is what separates good music from
bullshit. (Compare "American Pie" with
"Kennedy '63" from Songs of Love and
Fury). But as long as this trio knows that
the future sucks they can continue to make
quality records.
Time Warp 1991 is John Robb's ode to
Margaret Thatcher. Featured on the E.P.
are two versions of the song, the latter be-
ing a bass and drum machine struggle with
Robb's talk-show routine over the whole
mess. Using this push/pull/political effect
would lead one to comparisons with The
Fall, an equally violent and dissonant
political concept. This analogy holds
Somewhere in the dark of-night, a cult of
after-hours partiers creates a unique culture
characterized by dancing, or more accurate-
ly, "slamdan,;ing." Also known as
"moshers, " by the street vernacular,
these people approach the dance
floor and hurl their bodies into any partner,
sometimes quite violently. The average
movie-viewer would expect a movie with
the. title SJanuJIlJU:e .toexplore the.different
and mysterious world of those wltoengage
in this ritual. A person in the audience may
suspect that in some way the plot of the film
is connected to the implied subject. or that
at least this dance scene has a purpose in the
background of the story. At the very least.
the viewer expects some reference to slam-
dancing.
But it seems the title Slamdance is only
the whim of the filmmakers to dramatize an




Yolanda seduces C.C.Drood and throws him into a world or intri~e.
"wrappings" of the movie are peeled away.
what remains is an extraordinary waste of
fine talent. Starring in the film are Tom
Hulce (remember him as the giggling com-
poser in A madeus), Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio (pool hall moll in The Color
of Money) and rock star Adam Ant. whose
only appearances seem relevant to inject a
British accented person into the script.
With a capable cast such as Hulce 'and
Mastrantonio, it is unfortunate that this
movie manages to suffocate the inherent
talent with an abundance of special effect ...
and suspense, with no real transition bet-
ween the two.
Extremely similar to the character he por-
trayed in Amadeus, Hulce is still a
prankster. but instead of releasing hi"
energy in the form of music. in Slamdance
as C.C.Drood his talent is art. more




song that brings to mind a typical Sex
Pistols songs like "Silly Thing" and
"Lonely Boy." The jam which follows
"Unanswered Prayers" is also somewhat
odd in that it sounds more like calvpso than
hardcore!
Band's such as Testament, Magadeth and
King Diamond are best appreciated through
repeated listenings with attention paid to
song arrangements and lyrical' content.
That isn't necessary with G.B.H. because
there's nothing "buried" in either the.lyrics
or music. Still, the sound of Colin's harsh
vocals, and Jock's strong but rythmic
guitarwork is extremely pleasing and that
makes G.B.H. worthwhile. On "No Need
to Panic." G.B.H. doesn't do anything
they haven't done before, but that doesn't
really matter. It still sounds great.
-John Ricard
October 13, 1987
~ (Continued from Page B/1)
:x
~ Ben Cartwright. but due to his recent death....
:x an entire new cast will be used. Ben'<
Z brother, Aaron Cartwright will be the new
J:c leader at the Ponderosa.
- By the time you read this "The World
Series" or something to that effect will be
taking place. HEY METS!!! It's not like
you guys didn 't have a shot at it! You had
alotta shots! So many that you shot the
target all up but missed the bullseyes.
- Family Ties, Crime Story. Hooper-
man. " Year in the Life. 51. Elsewhere, The
Cosby Show. Cheers, Night Court, L.A.
Law. and 21 Jump Street- These shows are
"pump'in hard"
My Two Dads, ALF, Whos the Boss.
Growing Pains, Jake and the Farman,
Moonlighting. A Different World. Duet.
and Miami Vice- These shows are' 'Stupid
Fresh"
- Tour of Duty. Full House. I Married
Dora. Dallas. Magnum P.I., 227. Married
with Children. Legwork, Facts of Life. and
Amen- These shows are "chill'in"
- Dolly Parton. Private Eye- "ill'in!"
- Evervthinz else- "(Win hard!!"
,
The opening song on No Need to Panic.
"Transylvanian Perfume." has an excellent
punkish feel. The lyrics don't make too
much sense. but. the music is strong enough
to carry the track. "Hearing Screams." a
high speed song with two upbeat dance
segments, warns of the dangers of drugs
and alchohol. The band doesn't actually
condemn those substances; they merely of-
fer this advice: "use your head when your
gelling wrecked. Do it with elegance. ••
Another excellent track. "To Unders-
should be noted that all those songs are
grealBritish hardcore. Their music often
sounds similar to the music on the Sex
. Pistols' "Bodies," while the vocals are
similar to the vocals on Hanoi Rocks'
"Taxi Driver."
Lead sinaer Colin of G.B.H.
tand." begins with an ACIDC style riff.
but eventually speeds up to include lead
guitarwork similar to the band's own "Seed
of Madness." That slight diversity works
well on "To Understand." but since diver-
sity isn't G.B.H.'s specialty, it's not too
surprising that the lp's most distinct song.
"Avenues and Alleyways," is a cover. The
track stands out because the entire feel of it
is uncharacteristic of this band. On this
cover. Colin is forced to sing sweet Jines
like. "Sleep like a baby, my Iill/~ ladv.
Dream '[ill (he sunrise creeps ioto your
eyes. . • Guitarist Jock assist" with the softest
riffs on any G.B.H. release. It's a good
The Ticker
TO THE STUDENT ACTIVITYFEE INCREASE
AT YOUR LOCAL VOTING BOOTH
-Laura Osman
ly, none of the other tracks are even worth
mentioning.
Despite this rather poor debut effort, the
Wild Flowers have had a successful tour in
England and are planning to tour the U.S.
this fall.
G.B.H. - NoNeed [0 Panic
(Combat)
Whether G.B.H. vocalist Colin is in-
sulting his lover with a line like. "You are a
slut, you dirty bitch," in one song, or begg-
ing her in another song, "Baby ~ be my love
ali night," one GBH song sounds pretty
much the same as any other G.B.H. song.
G.B.H.'s appeal does not lie in their diver-
sity. That isn't necessarily bad though.
True. they have released more than 60






Wild Jilowrrs- Their debut album is a poor one.
The U.K.'s Worst
ATTENTION DAYS
The Wild Flowers - Dust
(Big Time Records)
What do you get when you cross John
Cougar Mellencamp and Billy Idol? The
Wild Flowers. Formed four years ago in
- y
Wolverhampton, England, the band has
recently released their debut album Dust.
Although they are one of the U.K. 's most
popular new bands, I don't expect them to
have much of an impact in the U.S. The
album is not at all well balanced and a lot of
the songs sound the same. The bass and
drums are far too loud and most of the
singing is incoherent. As a result. the album
sounds like something four teenagers
recorded in a garage rather that a profes-
sional production. Neil Cook. the vocalist.
sounds too much like Billy Idol, and has no
distinct style of his own. Also, a lot of the
lyrics and adlibs are picked up from Billy
Idol.
Dust comes closest to being classi fied as a
rock album. The first and second singles
("It ain't So Easy" and "Kind of
Kingdom", respectively). both having done
well in the U.K .. are amongst the better
songs on the album. However. unfortunate-
1. To have mcmy more interesting and
diversified club events and prominent speakers??
5. To have a better equipped and more efficient
peer counseling service??"' (HELPLINE)
i QUESTION: WHAT IS IT WORTH TO YOU???
i
I .
iANSWER; AVAILABLE TO YOU FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY FOR THE
ADDITIONAL COST OF $13.65 FOR FULL-TIMERS, $6.50 FOR PART-TIMER
2. To have well dressed and well equipped
athletes to represent YOUR Alma Moter??
I
I
:3. To have a well maintained Student Center??
I
I
4. To have a more informed Communications networkP?
page 814
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a dash of cinnamon and
an American flag. The
All- American. Just one
of the extraordinary










WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER
,IIAVE-ON-¥OUR ..
CtEMICA
If a career inburger-flipping is what you had in mind, fine. But ifyou're
looking for something with a bit more prestige, challenge and oppor-
tunity, consider working for one of the world's largest banks.
As a Teller atChemical, you'll learn the fundamentals of financialman-
agement whileearning premium pay of .-
S9-11 I HOUR *
Cl'
And because the hours are varied, classes and working won't be a
conflict. In addition. no experience is necessary and we offer a PAID
TRAINING PROGRAM.
So, if developing your mind and your potential are more appealing than
scraping grease from a grill, get in touch. Apply in person Monday or
Tuesday from 9-11 AM or Wednesday from 1-3PM at: '
CHEMICAL BANK
55 Water Street. 2nd Floor
South Building
New York. New York 10041
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Supremes or Ronettes, come to mind. They
sing hard driving non-sensical dance music;
the Go - Go's come to mind. Unlike
Madonna, however, they are not sleazy.
Unlike the Ronettes they are transcending
the trio image. And unlike the Go-Go's
they are more fun, seeming to truly enjoy
each other.
WOW! above all, shows Banarama,
making music for themselves and not some
higher economic calling. The music really
moves in different directions allowing each
of the girls to show off their specific in-
terests and talents. While each of them gets
to use the front mike, the record peaks in
the form of "(Guilty)" Love in the first
degree" which is just about the best dance
single, year to date.
.....-:•.... ::;..•..
-Christopher A. Ward
", ....... , ":
,., .•". ';;'" e. ......
Ba.aaarama-great tonsils, stomachs and
music.
It shows off just how tight the group has
become. "Love in... .' has Bananarama
stamped allover it. Hard drums, horns, not
too heavy guitar, and close harmonies
which seem to bend and flux their way from
dancers ears into their feets (plural).
The Bang Bang boogies continue onto
tracks like "I Heard a Rumor" and USome
Girls." Thirsting for more, and still on side
one (no less), Wow rewards with slower
._.cutslike "1 Can't Help11",and ~ 'Once ill a
Lifetime" They are still danceable. and en-
joyable, just slow enough to catch your
breath.
Side Two, is less mystical. I won't say it is
mediocre but rather, the weaker side of the
album. The song "Nathan Jones" sums it
up. It is a remix of the Supremes version of
the same name. Its running at 33 RPM in-
stead of 33 1/3, and consequently lacks the
power of the Surpemes version. One off
song, however, does not an album make,
and WOW does live up to its name.
Once you look past the stomachs and
smiles you just might find a great set of ton-











What If - What If
(RCA)
What If may be a new group, but most of
us have come in contact with its members
before. Lead singer Tommy Funderbuck
has sung back up for a very impressive
group of artists including Motley Crue,
Wang Chung, Whitesnake, Starship, Elton
John and Amy Grant. Drummer Bob
Wilson has played with the likes of Quincey
Jones and George Benson, while
keyboard/woodwind player Larry Wilson
has contributed to albums by Barbra Strei-
sand, Eric Clapton, Sheila E., Chaka,Khan,
as well as on Michael Jackson's latest
album Bad. Despite all of these noteworthy
projects, the musicians felt that something
was missing and it was this drive for more
that lay the foundations for the formation
of What If. Its members are unquestionably
a talented bunch, and this talent is evident
on their debut album What If.
Although the members of the band have








WIIat 11---. with ....... ud power.
unanimous desire was to make a rock and
roll album. What If have written every song
on the album except for "Perfect World"
which was co-written by Tanio K and Glen
Burtnick.
What If may very well come close to
becoming the U.S.'s next Bon Jovi. Most,
if not all, of the songs on the album are
meaningful and powerful. A particularly
impressive song is "She Rocked My
World" in which special credit should be
given to Larry Williams for his brilliant sax
playing. Also highly commendable are
"Perfect World", "When Right Is Wrong"
and the title track.
Tommy Funderbuck praises What If as
being the "Perfect" name for the group
because they "are always questioning, both
in and out of the studio." Well, it looks like
their curiosity and perseverance will pave
their way to success.
Banananuna can put a mischevious nasty
fun- into their music like no one else. They
are seductive with a great beat, and just
when your tired of hearing all three girls
singing at the same time, they start to sing
backup to each others solos. They are,
described in one word like their new
album. WOW.
Without knowing or following the group,
one might stick Bananarama into some
stereotyped classifications that do not do
them justice. They show off their bared
stomachs a lot so immediately, Madonna
comes to mind. They are three girls singing
harmoniously and dancing, immediately the
Melvin James - The Passenger
(MeA)
formed' for almost seven Years. and some
rnuca older material. Just about every song
they played Friday was my favorite. "Knockin'
on Heaven's Door," a Dylan copy. was excel-
lently rendered and still sticks out in my mind.
Of course "La Samba" also stands out as one
of the suprises of the evening. Between both
the surprises of the evening. Between both
shows, I had the rare opportunity to see
them perform many of my favorites. and
. 'some I'll only hear again on one of the
many bootlegs in my collection. I must say
that after seeing two shows, I'm quite im-
pressed with the musical fluidity and ease
that The Grateful Dead have in concert,
especially after 22 years, and almost losing
one of their prime members.
P.S.: Is there anyone who knows someone
with a copy of the two reviewed shows?
Is M~vin James Rick Sprin2fif'ICI in dis2uise?
The music of Melvin James is a cross bet-
ween the sound of Rick Springfield and
Deborah Harry. The sound that is creared
by the mix is the "arne rock "n' roll with a
familiar commercial appeal. With songs
like "Sugar Candv " and "Twisred." il's a
wonder whether or nor Springfield helped








The repetitive nature of the album and
the unimaginative lyrics are reminiscient of
rhe songs in the zany beach movies that in-
vade the theatres each summer. Another
choice chorus from the recording:
So wh v won't vou Sial'- . - -
in mv world
II's a beautiful day
in my world
Come in, come out of the rain
Large contrast from the track above.
Melvin James is a commercial music











Garden; my sister finds us first, she only
had a small beer. _
8:1O-Sugaree is being sung by approx-
imately 18,000 people, not including the
band. At our seats, the view is blocked by a
column of speakers, making The Dead a
one person band. After some aisle dancing,
we get to a self-reassigned seating area.
Jerry and Co. are spectacular, they are
tight, well rehearsed and in excellent form.
TheDylan songs-areespeclaUy tight; it' ap-
pears that the earlier sessions and tour dates
with Bob Dylan have really lent an air of
closeness to the band. After six songs they
take a break for a half hour. "Shakedown
Street" is the opener for the second set, and
everyone is singing and dancing. When The
Grateful Dead play, it is not a sit-down con-
cert. Those who are sitting down are severe-
lyon something. During "Terrapin
Station" many fans are literally singing at
each other; it's as if they were all singing in
praise.
The Grateful Dead never cease to amaze
their audiences. During a lively rendition of
"Good Lovin"," they break Tight into "La
Bamba," literally sending the audience,
Dead-Head and non religious fans alike, in-
to a wild. singing, dancing. cheering frenzy.
No one could help the uncontrollable smil-
ing.
A friend of mine, who is not a Dead-
Head, having been exposed to them
through me recently. experie-nced the Sun'-
day evening show. She was totally thrilled
with the concert. "It was definitely better
than Bon Jovi. All the people here are so
warm and they are all singing. dancing and
just projecting such great warmth."
You can never capture the audience and
its associated vibes on an album. The au-
dience is probably the most important part
of a show at a Dead concert. The people ex-
ude a happiness and such a general good
feeling that even the security guards at the
concert are relaxed and very at ease with the
crowd. Every time a live album is released
by The Grateful Dead. it is usually panned.
The nicest of the critics say that the album
is good but missing something that gives it
that live kick. I believe it is missing the in-
tensity of the audience that attended the
show that was recorded. Until a method is
found to capture that special brand of
Grateful Dead audience excitement on
record. no live album will ever match the
emotion and pizzazz that accompanies any
performance by The Grateful Dead. By the
way. if they ever did encounter a method to
capture the audience, the sales of that
album would surpass any live album ever
released by any band.
People going to see a rock show expect to
see the hits performed, so the band will play
what it is expected to play. The difference
between The Grateful Dead and other per-
formers is the fact that on one, including
the band, knows what will be played during
any performance. When the band breaks
into a favorite. (and after 22 years together.
almost anv song is a favorite). the crowd goes. . ~ ~
wild, screaming, laughing, and some even
cursing because The Dead have repeated a
song from a previous performance. Many
other bands I have seen perform the same
set, with minor variations, each night. This
is one of the reasons that there are people
who don't like The Grateful Dead: They
not only perform their hits. but they experi-
ment. Additionally. their musical style is
not always liked by everyone.
At the Sunday evening show, the set was
well mixed between the new songs, which
aren't all that new as they have been per-
). (











know how to detect
it earl)'. And we
know how to fight it
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play. I don't remember the specific tunes,
but they were all bluegrass standards being
beautifully done, Just about everyone wat-
ching had their mouths wide open and their
eyes just as wide. The crowd grew larger
with each note-larger than the awning
could cover. Someone observing this mud-
slung jam session had a bottle of apricot
brandy, which waSC slowly being passed
around. Musician and ogler alike drank
from the bottle. mostly to help lessen the
chill of the cold rain on their bodies and the
mud sopped up to their knees.
While in my high school days in Bay
Ridge. I was introduced to, through my
hang out group, a band that was intense
and very different. It sounded like rock,
bluegrass, jazz and country successfully
mixed into one sound. At a party to which I
was invited, everyone was standing in a
room, drinking beer and singing about a
train and cocaine when I came in. I im-
mediately joined in the beer drinking fren-
zy. I remember other pieces of the songs
that were played-" Sometimes the
light's all shining on me ", " .. .And it 's.
just a box of rain ". H •• • Set out running
but I take my time "Much later on in the
evening, a large group of uninvited men in
blue came to tell th-e host to turn off the
---~
music and send everyone home. '
"Casey Jones," "Truckin'," "Box Of
The Rain" and "Friend Of The Devil" are
still mainstays of many people just freshly
acquainted with The Grateful Dead. Most
people religiously into The Dead, common-
ly known as Dead-Heads, claim, "That's all
their commercial stuff." One must start
somewhere.
It's now 4 p.m. I haven't been able to eat
all day. The excitement is getting so intense
there is a lump in my throat-I feel like
shouting out 'Grateful Dead, Grateful
Dead!!' 3th hours to an event akin to a
religious experience.
7:15-I'm almost ready to run the 30 se-
cond light year. ..even the Coors hasn't
slowed me down! Unfortunately, I'm still
on a '0' train in Brooklyn...
7:55-Just getting to the C tower at the
We've got it ...at
Seasonal and Permanent Positions




Ahh, The Grateful Dead. Now for some
more detail: I he Friclav and Sunday <hows
at the Garden.
... "The excitement builds, 12 noon and
the concert is in 7 Yz hours. Obsessively, I
am compelled to check my wallet-are my
tickets still there? Yeah, they're still there.
The last time I encountered this band
live. I was a mere IS-year-old, fresh to the
world, I only knew three songs out of 3 Yz
hours of concert. At 25, the multiple en-
counter will be with 12 bootlegs of
knowledge and plenty of appreciation.
During the period in mv Ii fc. when
my parents used to drag my sister and me to
assorted bluegrass festivals and concerts
around the South, a man with dark curly
hair, small round spectacles, and a banjo
case, squished over to the awning that pro-
tected an intense bluegrass jam session in
knee-deep-mud.
It had rained furiously for two days, the
contest was also protected from the incle-
ment weather by a large circus tent.
Everyone's footsteps sounded like a chorus
of elephants with gastro-enteritis out of
control.
This man with the curly hair and spec-
tacles took his banjo from its case; the
musicians stopped playing. Greetings were
exchanged.
"Hi, I'm Jerry."
"Nice to meet you. This is Halon guitar,
Arnie (my step-brother) on mandolin. Mar-
ty on stand-up bass and I'm Roger."
"Aren't you guys 'Roger Sprung and the
Progressive Bluegrassers?"
"Yup, that's us. Are you with a band?"
"The Grateful Dead."
After a few moments of tuning up, Jerry.
Roger. Hal. Arnie and Marty started to
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Apply in person to:
HARLIN BLANK
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Sept. 4 Brockport 4 Baruch 2
Sept. 5 Baruch 4 Kurakas 2
Sept. 12 Baruch 2 South Hampton I
Sept. 15 Baruch 3 Lehman I



















Sept. 15 Fordham 2 out of 3 - BaruchoverSept. 15 NYU 2 out of 3 over Baruch
Sept. 18 Baruch 3 out of 5 over Manhattan
Sept. 24 Baruch 3 out of 5 over Dominican
Sept. 26 Baruch 2 out of 3 over Vassar
Sept. 26 Baruch 2 out of 3 over Maritime
Sept. 28 Baruch 2 out of 3 over Lehman
Sept. 28 St. Francis 2 out of 3 over Baruch
Sept. 30 Hunter 2 out of 3 over Baruch




The team might be lacking in height. but
they're certainly not lacking in effort. The
team that I saw gave 110 percent. To me the
most impressive player on the team is Pilar
Reinoso. She seemed to be all over the floor
at every minute she played. Being one of the
shortest spikers in the whole league would
seem to be a disadvantage to most people,
but it doesn't seem to affect her. "I get a lit-
tle bit of power which helps me a lot. I
don't think it's a disadvantage," Pilar
replied.
Another impressive player is the captain:
Tiffany Li. She is another player who is all
over the court. She dives back and forth to
save the ball from hitting the floor to save a
point. Tiffany has to be the hardest worker
on the team. The fans sweat just watching
her play.
She sets a good example for the rest of
the team: she makes a good captain. When
asked ro give the good and bad points about
the team she replied. "I think this year the
team has good potential if .they put more
commitment into it. Not too many people
showed up for practice so far. We are very
close and get along well: that helps a lot in
the teamwork. 'W'e are far from last year.
Since we're new, we'll (the new teammates]
be here for a while. They"ll help the team in
the future but right now it's a
disadvantage.' ,
Even with the slow start, the team has
come back for a record of 6 - 4. From this
record, height was not a great disadvantage.
The girls are really trying their best and do-
ing a good job. Congratulations to the team
on their victories and to the coach,
Elizabeth Burnett, for her success; keep up
t he good work.
B}' MARK CALLAHAN
As the coldness of winter replaces the
warmth of summer, so the winter sports
catch the interest of fans. As teams become
eliminated, the fans of those teams become
less interested in the sport and move on to
new and exciting things. I have a sport for
the fan who is looking for something dif-
ferent. It has the continuous action of foot-
ball, the exciting tension of horse racing,
and the simplicity of tennis. Best of all, you
can see it in your own school gym. I'm talk-
ing about women's volleyball.
Many people must be thinking,
"Volleyball, what's the big deal about
volleyball? That's not so exciting." That's
what I used to think until I decided to cover
one of the games. I walked into the game
with a negative outlook. for I had learned
that the team had dropped the first two
games to Fordham and NYU. I still kept an
open mind and prepared myself for objec-
tive reporting. The last thing I expected was
to be impressed, but I was wrong. The game
\"3S against Manhattan College, a taB, -ag-
gressive team. My open mind slanted more
t owards the negative side when I saw the
Baruch team. Many of them were small and
didn't look like good spikers. However, I
waited to see what would become of the
game, still keeping an open mind. Baruch
took the first two sets, but they lost the next
two. Fortunately, the team pulled together
for the final set. Everyone was on edge to
see who would take the game. It came down
to who wanted the victory more. Each point
was scored with exuberance from the team,
praise from Elizabeth Burnett, the coach,
and yelling from a small but very loud and
very dedicated group of fans. The team of
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How about you? Or, ifyoudon't.smoke~adopt~<~·'~~~et;, :~~t~wlY~: .' " .
for the-day and promise tohelp that friend getthrough --,-Exer~i~ to. relieve thetension.
·,the day without a cigarette! . . 'Try the "buddy system," and
:aska-friend-toquit too.
